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Topic 189 – 198 : (10 Topics)

Topic 189 :

• Student accepts possibility of Aham Brahma Asmi Jnanam.

• This Jnanam has to arise in Jivatma.

• Which part of Jivatma gains Aham Brahma Asmi Jnanam?

• Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness or Original Consciousness part?

• Aham Brahma Asmi Jnanam arises when Sishya as Pramata listens to Shastram as 
Pramanam, Gurus words are Pramanam, Brahman = Prameyam.
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• When all join – together, what arises is called Prama = Vritti Jnanam.

• Where does Vritti Jnanam arise? Which portion of Jiva.

• Question – within Jivatma – 3 portions – which portion is Locus.

• Not challenging, compassionately, with gratitude, kindly tell me.

• When question rises, student should not ask teacher.

Aim of Student :

• Try to resolve question within himself with available input.

Example :

Guru – Uses Sishya – Uses 

- Soumya - Swamin
- Master

Disease

Allow body’s immunity

Produces Antibodies No Medication

Let body fight + cure

Use Immunity / faculty 
(Use it or loose it…)
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Student :

• I am not able to resolve within myself.

Essence of Problem :

I) Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness = Mind + Sense Organs listening to Shariram.

• Mind + Chidabhasa alone has capacity to create Vritti.

• Reflected Consciousness is gaining this Jnanam – Aham Brahma Asmi Jnanam.

• Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Mind = Finite = Apoornam = Parichinnam has 
thought, can’t claim.

• Brahman = Infinite = Poornam.

• Finite can’t claim I am limitless.

• Not right = Knowledge, Brahma Jnanam, misconception.

• Finite Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium can’t be infinite / Brahman.

• Creates only false knowledge.

• Rajju Sarpah Jnanam.

II) Original Consciousness can claim Aham Brahma Asmi

• One indivisible whole claims Aham Brahma Asmi.

• Original Consciousness can never gain Vritti Jnanam.

• Knowledge is a thought, which arises in Chidabhasa + Reflected Medium – Mixture.



• Original Consciousness can’t have thought, can’t do any thing – Akarta, Abokta.

• Original Consciousness has no mouth to claim Aham Brahma Asmi.

Reflected Consciousness Original Consciousness

- Finite
- Mind Reflected Medium

- No thought

• Reflected Consciousness / Original Consciousness can’t claim?

• Who claims?

• Aham Brahma Asmi not possible.

• Vichara Sagara – useless.

• Knowledge born out of knowing process, seeing, hearing – process.

• Antahkarana Vikara, Jnana Indriya Vyavahara.

• Knowing process involves change.

• Where ever knowing process is taking place, it is Savikaram

• Original Consciousness will be Vikara.

Gita :

1813
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• All slokas in trouble.

Gita :

He is not born, nor does He ever die; after having been, He again ceases not to be; unborn, eternal,
changeless and ancient, He is not killed when the body is killed. [Chapter 2 – Verse 20]

This Self cannot be cut, nor burnt, nor moistened, nor dried up. It is eternal, all-pervading, stable,
immovable and ancient. [Chapter 2 - Verse 24]

• All these will be in trouble.

• Chidabhasa Visishta Buddhi – Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium : 

Buddhi can entertain Vritti, Vritti Jnanam will be Brahma, erroneous perception, 
Adhyasa.

• Reflected Consciousness – can never claim I am all pervading.

• Quotes Chit Chatur Vidya Prakriya.

• Can accept Kutastha and Brahman as equal.

• Enclosed Original Consciousness + All pervading Original Consciousness = Equal, 
identical.
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• Reflected Consciousness = Temporary incidental Reflection on Original Consciousness

= Finite Reflected Consciousness can’t be identical with all 
pervading?

• Already taught.

• No questions – forgetfulness.

• 2nd class – remember – contradiction.

• Live in this class, don’t live in the past.

• When finite Buddhi + Chidabhasa claims I am all pervading, it is a mistake – not even 
hall pervading.

• It will be an error.

Example :

• Can’t mistake false snake as a rope.

• False snake goes away at rise of knowledge.

• Real rope can’t go away.

• Mithya Sarpah and Rajju can never be equal.

Taking

Rope as Snake Snake as Rope
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• Both false knowledge.

• When Jiva claims – Aham Brahma Asmi, it can’t be right knowledge but misconception.

• False knowledge can’t give liberation.

• Visishta Advaitin and Dvaitin.

Ageing Advaitin : Claims…

Gita :

He is not born, nor does He ever die; after having been, He again ceases not to be; unborn, eternal,
changeless and ancient, He is not killed when the body is killed. [Chapter 2 – Verse 20]
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• Audacity – all wrong.

Gita :

• Whoever claims I am Ishvara Asmi, are all asuras.

This Self cannot be cut, nor burnt, nor moistened, nor dried up. It is eternal, all-pervading, stable,
immovable and ancient. [Chapter 2 - Verse 24]

“that enemy has been slain by me and others also shall I destroy, I am the lord, I am the enjoyer, I am
perfect, powerful and happy”. [Chapter 16 - Verse 14]

• Asuras claim – Aham Ishvara Asmi.

• One who claims – Aham Brahma Asmi is an Asura, will go to Narakam.
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• By Sacrilegious, sinful knowledge, Dvaita Samsara will never go away by false 
knowledge.

• False perception / knowledge goes by right knowledge.

• Knowledge is only cognition, does not itself identify as right or wrong.

Jnanam = Perception in 
Tarqa Shastra

Right knowledge Wrong knowledge

In English knowledge False perception

Right knowledge Goes by right knowledge

Example :

• False snake goes by right knowledge of Rope.

Conclusion :

• If you claim knowledge arises in mind + Chidabhasa then such statement will be 
inappropriate.

• Original Consciousness can’t get knowledge, Reflected Consciousness can’t get 
knowledge.
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• No one gets knowledge.

• Whom are you addressing.

• Answer – based on Chapter 7 - Panchadasi by Vidyaranya.

• For Aikyam, teacher used Chapter 6 – where knowledge takes place? Locus?

• Chapter 6 – 293 Verses

• Chapter 7 – 298 Verses

• Clarifies : Aikyam 

Locus of knowledge (Where knowledge Arises)

Panchadasi



Outsource – Topic 190 – 196 – Answer by Guru :

Topic 190 – 191 – Adhyasa – 7 types

Topic 190 :

• Objection regarding locus of knowledge.

• Panchadasi – Chapter 7.

1st Lesson :

• 7 Stages belong to Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness of Jivatma, not 
Kutasta components.

• Original Consciousness can’t have various states, conditions.

Water – 3 states – H2O subject 
to change

VapourLiquidSolid
1820



• Possible for Savikara Amsha, not for Nirvikara Amsha.

• 7 Avasthas Chidabhasya Vartante.

• Add Reflected Medium also when you say Chidabhasa.

• Among 7 stages – one state is Jnana Avastha.

• Jnanam is Vritti, it has to rise through Sravanam, through Mananam and through  
Nididhyasanam gets reinforced.

• Vritti is a stage, Avastha.

• Not there before.

• Pramana Janya Vritti.

• Students clarity is immense.

• Jnanam = 5th stage.

Revision (142) :

1821

• Chit – Chaturvidya Prakriya – 6th Chapter - Panchadasi.

• Jivatma / Paramatma – Aikyam acceptable, if standpoint understood.
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• Aikyam at Kootastha – Brahman level.

Standpoint 

Reflected Medium + Reflected 
Consciousness

No Aikyam

Original Consciousness

Alone possible

Samashti Level

Brahman

Individual

Kootastha

Who gains Aham Brahma Asmi knowledge

Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness

- Reflected Consciousness can’t claim
- Reflected Consciousness – Mithya –

Brahma Satyam
- No Aikyam possible
- Not fact

Original Consciousness

- Claims Aham Brahma Asmi
- Akarta, Abokta
- Claiming is Action
- Can’t belong to Original Consciousness.
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• Chapter 7 Panchadasi – Sapta Avastha Prakriya.

• Proposition – Pratingya

1st Message :

• Knowledge gained by Chidabhasa only

• Original Consciousness can’t claim.

• Reflected Consciousness alone claims.

2nd Message :

• Entire spiritual Journey of Jiva belongs to Reflected Consciousness only.

• Original Consciousness can’t have journey.

• Nitya, Sarvagataha, Sthanuhu Achala, Nirvikara.

• Journey in several Janmas.

3rd Message :

• Saptha Avastha.

• 5th Stage – Jiva Brahma Aikya of Chidabhasa Aparoksha Vritti Jnanam.

• Sapta Avastha of Chidabhasa Pradhana Jiva.

• Credit : Vidyaranya.

• All 7 conditions belongs to Chidabhasa.

• Aparoksha Jnanam – Aham Brahma in 5th Stage.
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Topic 191 :

Panchadasi : Chapter 7 – Verse 33 (265 Verses)

These are the seven stages of Jīva: ignorance,
obscuration, superimposition, indirect knowledge,
direct knowledge, freedom from grief and
unrestricted bliss. [Chapter 7 – Verse 33]

7 Stages

(VI) Shokhanasha(IV) Paroksha Jnanam(I) Ajnanam

(II) Avarnam (V) Aparoksha Jnanam (VII) Atiharsha

(III) Branthi
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Samsara 

1, 2, 3 Avarnam

Ajnanam

Branthi

Transition

4, 5

Paroksha Jnanam

Aparoksha Jnanam

Moksha

6, 7

Shoka Nasha

Atiharsha
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Topic 192 :

Cause

Ajnanam Avarnam

Aham Brahma Asmi

• Nature of Ajnanam and Avarnam.

What is Ajnanam?

• If someone asks you if you know Brahman?
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• Jagat Karanam Brahman – I don’t know.

• That mental condition, that makes you make the statement - I don’t know Brahman 
is called Ajnanam – that Avastha is called Ajnanam.

• Verbal Vyavahara – mental condition, condition of mind is called Agyanam.

• Condition is there with and without statement.

• Statement is expression of Agyanam.

• What is Avarnam?

• Ajnanam – always centred on me.

– I do not know

Brahman

Is not there I don’t experience

• Statement which is Brahman centric is called Avarnam.

Ajnanam Avarnam

- I don’t know - I do not know Brahman nor 
its existence

- Brahman is not there. 
(Before Jnanam).
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Avaranam = Negating statement 

- Existence of Brahman
- Brahma Nasti

- Experience of Brahman
- Brahman Na bhati
- ???? Not now Brahman
- No Brahma Anubava

• Verbal statement not Avarnam.

• Mental statement comes because of Mental condition.

• Very subtle.

• Cause of such a statement is called Avarnam.

Causes 2 types of Verbal 
Existence / Vyavahara

Negates Existence Negate Experience

One Avarnam

Sattva Nisheda Bhana Nisheda
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Ajnanam – 2 fold Shakti

Avarna Shakti Vikshepa Shakti

• s

Sattva Nisheda Bhana Nishedam

- Existence of Brahman
- Asatva Abadika
- Ultimate reality called 

Nirguna Brahman is non 
existent.

- According to Vivishta
Advaitam, and Dvaitam.

- I don’t experience

• Accept Brahman – Narayana – Sarvagya Sarva Shaktiman – Vishnu.

• Brahmavith Apnoti Param = Saguna Narayana Upasaka gets Vaikunta Loka.

• Satyam, Jnanam, Anantham – Saguna Naraya.

• Nirguna Brahman – Nasti, no existence, no experience.

• All experiences are Sagunam.

• Nirgunam Brahman – Nasti, Na Bhati.
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• Big bloated bladder of bluff.

• Mental condition of Visishta Advaitin = Asatva Badika Avarna Shakti.

• Since Nirguna Brahman non existing, no questioning of experiencing Nirgunam 
Brahma.

• Never experiencable, verbal thought condition is Avarna Shakti.

I. Brahma Nasti = Agyana Karanam

II. Agyana Avarna Shakti

o Brahman Na Bhati.

• Common name put together = Avarnam.

Cholesterol 

Good HDL Bad LDL

• Agyanam and Avarnam finished.
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Topic 193 :

• 3rd Stage – consequence of 2 fold Avarnam.

• Ajnanam – Vikshepa Shakti – project false thing = Anirvachania Khyati.

Avarnam

Cause for

Anirvachaniyam

Cause for Mithya Prapancha 
Dvaita Srishti = Samsara = Shokah
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• Anything Mithya = Branti Svarupam.

• Upon Original Consciousness anything experienced.

• Birth, death, disease, birth, death.

Vyashti Level

Janma

Adhyasa

Samashti Level

Called Srishti

Adhyasa

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika

There is neither dissolution, nor birth; neither anyone in bondage, nor any aspirant for wisdom; neither
can there be anyone who hankers after liberation, nor any liberated as such. This alone is the Supreme
Truth. [2 - K - 32]

• Vichara Sagara – student should complete Gita and Upanishad then Vichara Sagara 
grasped.
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Avarna Shakti

Cause for Vikshepa

Adhyasa

• Other philosophers ask where in Veda it is said – world is Mithya.

• It is Advaitins projection.

• Veda – never says Jagan Mithya?

– No Adhyasa in Veda

– No Veda Pramanam.

• Brahma Sutra – begins with Adhyasa Bashyam.

• Ramanujas Brahma Sutra Bashyam – beings with negation of Adhyasa – say no 
Pramanam.

• Veda does not directly say that.

• Veda indirectly say – Sruti Arthapatti Pramanam.

• Indirect message given by Veda.

Mithya
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Veda says :

• Samsara goes alone by mere Jnanam Samsara Nivritti.

• If Jnanam can eliminate something, it should be Mithya unreal only.

• Whatever is eliminatable by Jnanam has to be Mithya.

• Example : Snake Park 

Sarpah

• Real snake does not go.

• False snake projected on Rope can be eliminated by mere Jnanam.

Rope Snake

Svapna Waking Up

- Goes by mere Jnanam of 
waker

- What is waking up.

- Knowing waker
- Bhagawatam Jayanti Gita : 

Navayogi Samvada.

• Samsara is Jnana Matra Nivartaha.

Katho Upanishad :

Arise, awake ; having reached the great (teachers) learn (realize that Atman). Like the sharp edge of a razor 
is that path, difficult to cross and hard to tread – thus say the wise. [I – III – 14]
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• Knowledge eliminates Samsara.

• What is eliminated by knowledge does not come under Sat / Asat category.

• Anirvachaniya Khyati.

• What goes by knowledge can’t come under existent category or Non existent category.

• Rope – Snake, Shell – Silver, Mirage Water, Dream.

Existent Thing Non existent thing

- Can’t be negated by knowledge. - Need not be negated by knowledge.

What is negated by knowledge

Comes under

Sat Asat Vilakshanam

Anirvachaniyam

Seemingly existent

• Upanishad declares – world is seemingly existent, not really existent.
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Through the mind alone (It) is to be realised. There is no difference whatsoever in It. He goes from death 
to death, who sees difference, as it were, in It. [4 - 4 - 19]

Kaivalya Upanishad :

For me there is neither Earth nor Water nor Fire, nor Air, nor Ether. Thus realising the nature of the 
Paramatman… the one who is in the cavity of the heart, who is without parts, without a second, the 
Witness of all, beyond both existence and non-existence, one attains the very nature of the Paramatman. 
[Verse 23 and 24]

• Mithya Branti = Samsara = Shokah.
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Sruti – Artha Pati Pramanam :

I) Isavasya Upanishad :

• Anupashyataha = By mere knowledge.

• For a person who has this knowledge, where is Shokah – sorrow.

• By mere knowledge, Shokah, Moha, Samsara Nivritti takes place.

• Therefore waking sorrow is like Svapna Problem, Rajju Sarpah pole vault Jump.

• These Sruti statement reveal the negatiability of the world by mere knowledge.

• Whatever is negatable by knowledge has to be Mithya alone.

• “I alone exist as Brahman”

↓

Wake up from waking dream

• Most powerful argument for Advaitin.

• Mithyatva Nishchaya very important topic.

When, to the knower, all beings have become one in his own Self (Atman), how shall he feel deluded 
thereafter? What grief can there be to him who sees oneness everywhere? [Verse 7]
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• Several Arguments – Advaita Siddhi.

• Nyaya Sudha – negates Jagan Mithyatvam

• Madhusudhana Saraswati – Negates all Argument against Advaitam and established, 
Dvaitam is Mithya – Advaitam is Satyam.

• Most powerful Argument : Jnana Matra Nivartayartvam.

• Pramanam = Veda.

• Visihta Advaitin + Dvaitin accept veda.

II) Chandogya Upanishad :

‘True, I have learnt much, but I know only the word meaning. I do not know the Self. Sir, I have heard from
great persons like you that only those who know the Self are able to overcome sorrow. I am suffering from
sorrow. Please take me across the ocean of sorrow.’ Sanatkumāra then said to Nārada, ‘Everything you
have learnt so far is just words’. [7 - 1 - 3]

• Knower of Atma crosses sorrow, he does not have to do anything.

• Emphasis : Atmavitu – only knowledge required.
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Why Karma Yoga an Upasana Yoga?

• Not to eliminate Samsara.

• To prepare for knowledge.

• For Samsara Nivritti we don’t require anything other than knowledge.

Brahma Sutra :

• Jnana Matrena Dvaita Nivritti takes place.

But that Brahman (is known from the Upanisads), (It) being the 
object of their fullest import. [I – I – 4]

Atma Vitu

Knower

III) Mundak Upanishad : 

When He is seen both in the higher and the lower, the knots of his heart becomes untied; all doubts are
dispelled; and all his Karma-s is consumed. [II – II – 8]
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• By mere knowledge of Brahman, knot of Samsara goes away.

• Sruti Artha Patti Pramanam.

IV) Gita :

Neither agency nor actions does the Lord create for the world, nor union with the fruits of actions. But it is
nature that acts. [Chapter 5 – Verse 14]

The Lord takes neither the demerit nor even the merit of any; knowledge is enveloped by ignorance,
thereby beings are deluded. [Chapter 5 – Verse 15]
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There is nothing whatsoever higher than Me, O Dhananjaya. All this is strung in Me, as clusters of gems on
a string. [Chapter 7 - Verse 7]

Of them, the wise ever steadfast and devoted to the One, excels; for, I am exceedingly dear to the wise and
he is dear to Me. [Chapter 7 – Verse 17]

Revision (143) :

Topic 193 : World is Mithya – topic very important. 
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Students question :

• Who gains Atma Jnanam?

• Locus of self knowledge?

Jivatma

Original ConsciousnessReflected ConsciousnessReflected Medium

ChitChitabhasaMind

To resolve Nishchaladasa takes :

• Panchadasi -7th Chapter spiritual journey of seeker.

• 7 stages belongs to

o Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness

o Antahkaranam + Chidabasa

• Original Consciousness is very much present as Adhishtanam, it does not participate in 
Anything.

• Screen is Adhishtanam for movie, screen plays no role.

• Similarly Original Consciousness is Adhishtanam, it does not go through Samsara, 
Sadhana, does not aquire anything, does not remove Samsara.
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• All this happening in empherical plane.

• They belong to Chidabhasa belonging to empherical plane, Vyavaharika Phenomena.

• Aham Brahma Asmi, Vritti Jnanam, Aparoksha Jnanam is 5th state of spiritual Journey.

I) 

4 Stages

Paroksha JnanamBranthiAvarnamAjnanam

Ajnanam 

- Mind Set
- Condition in the mind 

required to say I don’t know.
- Aham Na Jane

- Positive expression
- I don’t know Brahman, 

Adhishtanam
- Verbal, mental expression.

• With regard to spiritual or worldly knowledge.

II) Avarnam :

• Same condition looked w.r.t. object of ignorance.
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2 Stages

Ajnanam Avarnam

I don’t know Brazil

Covered

Avarnam

- Centred on subject - Centred on Object
- concealment

Expresses as

(II) Negates experience of object

- Abhana Apadak Avarnam

(I) Negates existence of object

- Asatva Apadakam (Causing) 
Avarnam

• Because experience is not there, I say its not there.
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Example :

• White elephant non existent because it is not experienced.

I) Existence negating Avarnam – Asatva Apadaka Avarnam

• That which brings about is Avarnam.

• Avarnam brings about existence negation.

II) Abhanam = Experience negating Avarnam

• Both together = Avarnam

Expressed as

Brahma Nasti Brahma Na Bhati

Shweta Gajata Nasti Shweta Gajata Na Bhati

Vastu

Avarnam w.r.t. any object Extends to Brahman also

III) Branti – Vikshepa – Shokah :

General Rule :

• Because of ignorance, what is projected is Branthi.
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• Rajju Sarpah, Shukti Rajatam, Svapna, is Branti.

• Entire Samsara and solid world comes under projection of ignorance.

• Kutaste Bhasamana Janmandi Samsara.

• Projected by ignorance.

• How you know it is projected by Moola Avidya?

• Why you say confidently?

• How you get courage to say?

• Confidence is Shastra Pramanam.

• How you know world is projection of ignorance?

Shastra says :

• By Jnanam, world is negated.

• If Jnanam has to negate the world, it is possible only under one condition.

• Knowledge can negate only that which is projected by ignorance.

• Dream can go away by mere waking.

• By mere ignorance of the waker, the entire dream world is projected.

• Eventhough ignorance in dream, we can’t believe it in Dream.

• For a dreamer, dream is not a dream in dream.

• For a waker, waking is not a dream in waking, it is real.

• Unbelievable but it is a fact.
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Fact :

• Dream is caused because of ignorance of the waker.

Vedantic definition of sleep :

• Ignorance of the waker.

• How you know dream is a projection?

• When I wake up.

• Vedantic definition of waking up : by sheer knowledge of the waker by waking up, 
dream world is negated, therefore it is Mithya.

Similarly Shastram says :

Isavasya Upanishad :

When, to the knower, all beings have become one in his own Self (Atman), how shall he feel deluded 
thereafter? What grief can there be to him who sees oneness everywhere? [Verse 7]

• By merely knowing the Advaita Atma, Dvaita Prapancha is negated.

• Therefore, it is branthi.
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Shastra Pramanam :

II) Mundak Upanishad :

Chandogya Upanishad :

When He is seen both in the higher and the lower, the knots of his heart becomes untied; all doubts are
dispelled; and all his Karma-s is consumed. [II – II – 8]

‘True, I have learnt much, but I know only the word meaning. I do not know the Self. Sir, I have heard from
great persons like you that only those who know the Self are able to overcome sorrow. I am suffering from
sorrow. Please take me across the ocean of sorrow.’ Sanatkumāra then said to Nārada, ‘Everything you
have learnt so far is just words’. [7 - 1 - 3]

• Tarati Shokam Atma Vitu

• Vitu = Knowledge
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Smriti :

(IV) Gita :

• Other than Brahman – Bhagawan, there is nothing else.

• No 2nd thing at all.

• If we are seeing 2nd thing, it must be delusion.

• Therefore duality is delusion.

v) Gita :

There is nothing whatsoever higher than Me, O Dhananjaya. All this is strung in Me, as clusters of gems on
a string. [Chapter 7 - Verse 7]

Neither agency nor actions does the Lord create for the world, nor union with the fruits of actions. But it is
nature that acts. [Chapter 5 – Verse 14]
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• For Atma there is no Kartrutvam, no Karma – no objects.

• No instrument, no actions.

• Sarva Karakam Nisheda subject, object, instrument, action, beneficiary, benefit.

• Karaka = Duality.

• Bhagawan does not create anything.

• What is not created, we are perceiving because of delusion.

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika

• Mithya definition – 4 features.

I. Mithya does not have existence.

II. Mithya does not have origination.

III. Mithya has appearance

IV. Mithya appearance is because of Avidya or Maya or ignorance.

• It is called Branthi.

VI) Gita : 

The Lord takes neither the demerit nor even the merit of any; knowledge is enveloped by ignorance,
thereby beings are deluded. [Chapter 5 – Verse 15]
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• Because of Avarnam, all Jivas deluded.

II) Gita :

At the end of many births, the wise man comes to Me, realising that all this is Vasudeva (the
innermost Self); such a great soul (Mahatma) is very hard to find. [Chapter 7 – Verse 19]

• Vasudeva = Brahman.

• Don’t take literal meaning, Vasudeva Putra.

• Vasuhu – Vasanthi Sarani butani Asmin iti Vasuhu.

-- Sarva Adharam Sat

• “Sat” principle = Vasuhu.

• Devaha = Devyati

= Chaitanya Rupena Svayam Prakashati Iti Deva

= Chit Amsha

• Vasudeva = Sat + Chit + Anantham Amsha

= Sarvam



• Everything is Brahman only there is no such thing called world other than Brahman.

• World is delusion, not there one who understands is Mahatma.

Gita :

Taitrriya Upanishad :

Brahman is the oblation; Brahman is the clarified butter, and so on, constituting the offerings; by Brahman 
is the oblation poured into the fire of Brahman; Brahman verily, shall be reached by him who always sees 
Brahman in all actions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 24]

1852
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What about world? 

• Nasti.

• All scriptural statements – reveal that world is negated by Jnanam.

Debate :

Of that, of the former, this one verily is the embodied self. Different from this self made up of intellect
(Vijnanamaya) is another self within, formed of bliss (Anandamaya). By this, that is filled (By Anandamaya
the Vijnanamaya is full). It also has the shape of man. According to the human form of that is the human
form of this. Of it, Joy (Priya) is the right side, Rejoicing (Moda) is the left side, and bliss (Pramoda) is the
trunk. Brahman is the tail support. There is this following Vaidika Verse about it. [2 - 5 - 2]

Advaitin Visishta Advaitin

- Through Brahma Jnanam, 
Samsara is negated.

- If Samsara is negated by 
Jnanam, it must be born out 
of Ajnanam.

- Then only it will go by 
Jnanam.

- Jnanam, Vedanam 2 meanings by Advaitin.
- Jnya : Knowing

Upasana
Taittriya Upanisahd : Siksha Valli

- Yahar evam Veda… [2 – 9 – 1]
- Here it is Upasana

Taittriya Upanishad :
- Brahmavitu Apnoti Param… [2 – 1 – 1]
- Not Jnanena Samsara Nivritti
- Brahma Upasana Vaikuntam prapnoti is message.
- Samsara not eliminated by Jnanam.
- Therefore Samsara is not Mithya
- Moksha is going to Vaikuntha
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Such thoughts ‘Why have I not done what is good? Why have I committed a sin?’ certainly do not come to
distress a man of experience of the Truth. He who knows thus, regards both these as the Atman. Verily,
both these are regarded by him who knows thus, as only Atman. Thus ends the Upanishad. [2 - 9 - 2]

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following hymn recited:
Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the cave of the heart in the
transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]
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II) Advaitin’s Reply :

• Upasana = Karma, mental activity, thinking of Devata, doing, not knowing.

• As Karma Phalam, person goes to Vaikunta.

• Comes under Karma Phalam.

• Brahmavit = Upasana

= Karma

• Goes to Vaikunta = Karma Phalam.

• Aapti, Utpatti, Samskara, Vikara.

• Vaikunta = Aapti, reaching a place = Moksha.

• Phalam = Finite

• Upperlokas – finite

• Anitya Karma Phalam.

Moksha = Jnanam

- Not Upasana
- Visishta Advaitin

- Clean understanding
- Cognitive process, Advaitin
- No external change or 

reaching is involved.

• Agyana – Avarnam – Branti – over.



Topic 194 : 4th Stage – Paroksha Jnanam

• There is Brahman, this knowledge generated by Vedantic statements which talk about 
nature of Brahman in Upanishads.

Avantara Vakhyam :

I) Taittriya Upanishad :

• Brahman = Satyam Jnanam Ananthan.

1856
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II) Mandukya Upanishad :

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following hymn recited:
Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the cave of the heart in the
transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

It is not that which is conscious of the internal subjective world, nor that which is conscious of the external
world, nor that which is conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of consciousness, nor that which is
simple consciousness, nor is it unconsciousness: it is unseen by any sense-organ, beyond empirical
dealings, incomprehensible by the mind, uninferable, unthinkable, indescribable, essentially by of the self
alone, negation of all phenomena, the peaceful, the auspicious and the non-dual. This is what is
considered as the fourth (Turiya). This is the Atman and this is to be realised. [Mantra 7]
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III) Brihadaranyaka Upanisahd :

He said: O Gārgī, the knowers of Brahman say, this Immutable (Brahman) is that. It is neither gross nor 
minute, neither short nor long, neither red colour nor oiliness, neither shadow nor darkness, neither air 
nor ether, unattached, neither savour nor odour, without eyes or ears, without the vocal organ or mind, 
non-luminous, without the vital force or mouth, not a measure, and without interior or exterior. It does 
not eat anything, nor is It eaten by anybody. [3 - 8 - 8]

• Brahman describing statements – Avantara Vakhyam, secondary statement.

• They give knowledge : 

There is Brahman.

Vakhyam

Svarupa Lakshanam Tatastha Lakshanam

Satyam, Jnanam, Anantham Jagat Karanam
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• We come to know Brahman exists.

• It will remove Avarnam NO. 1, existence negating Avarnam is gone, Brahman is there.

• I know there is Brahman but there is no Brahma experience.

• Experience negating Avarnam continues.

• Existence negating Avarnam goes by Paroksha Jnanam.

• Paroksha Jnanam Asatvapadaka Avaranam Naashyati.

2nd Avarnam :

• Experience negating Avarnam not gone.

• I know what Brahman is, no Anubhava, after 25 years of study.

Next 5th stage :

• Aparoksha Jnanam generated by Mahavakyam

I) You don’t have to experience Brahman because the ever experience I – the consciousness 
happens to be Brahman.

• Brahman Anubhava you need not get, Brahman is all the time experienced as Aham 
Asmi, Aham Asi, self evident Awareness principle is Brahman.

• Tatu Brahma Tvam Asi.

• Aparoksha Jnanam knocks off desire for Brahma Anubavam.

• After listening to Mahavakyam, when I get Aparoksha Jnanam, Aparoksha Jnanam 
negates desire for Brahman Anubhava.
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• Example :

Karna, Dashama – I am 10th Man.

• Avantara Vakyena Paroksha Jnanam – 4th Stage.

• Mahavakyena Aparoksha Jnanam – 5th stage.

Aparoksha Jnanam…

• Abhana Apadaka Jnanam Nashayati.

• Brahman is limitless, existence, consciousness principle.

There is Brahman I am Brahman

- Paroksha Jnanam
- Asti
- Opposed to Avarnam No. 1
- Does not destroy anything else.
- Existence negating Avarnam.

- Aparoksha Jnanam
- Asmi
- Aham Brahma Dridhatara Aparoksha 

Jnanam
Keno Upanishad :

- Pratibodha Vidhitam Matam… [II – 4]
- Brahman is experienced as 

Consciousness in the mind.

Indeed, he attains immortality, who intuits It in and through every modification of the mind. Through the 
Atman he obtains real strength, and through Knowledge, immortality. [II – 4]

Keno Upanishad :



• When I get knowledge of wall.

Meaning of Keno Upanishad :

• Don’t require separe plane, condition to experience Brahman.

• No special time, place, Samadhi like condition required.

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

Wall experience

Wall thought Consciousness

Variable thought Invariable Consciousness Experience

- Anatma
- Mithya

- Evident as
- I am aware of chair, 

pleasure, pain
- Pratibodha Viditam
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Manisha Panchakam :

The Knowledge “all-this-atman” (Sarva-atmatvam) has been explained in this hymn and so, by hearing it,
by reflecting and meditating upon its meaning and by reciting it, one will attain that divine state,
endued with the glory of the all-self-hood, along with the permanent eight-fold holy, powers of Godhood.
[Verse 10]

This indeed is my deep conviction : he who has realised that he is not the seen, but that he is the one 
Consciousness that illumines all experiences during the waking, dream and deep-sleep states, the one 
Consciousness that is the sole witness of the entire play of the universe, the one Consciousness which is 
the very life spark in all forms from the Creator down to the ant, he alone is my Guru, be he a sweeper, be 
he a brahmana. [Verse 1]

• I am the nonvariable consciousness experienced in all perceptions – right or wrong… 
Brahma Anubhava is Nityam.

• Working for Brahma Anubhava is not assimilating Mahavakyam.

• If Mahavakyam is assimilated in the class, student will never work for Brahma 
Anubhava.
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• If working for Brahman Anubava, student requires more Sravanam, not meditation.

• Working for Anubhava is because of filtered Sravanam.

• Mahavakyam gives Aparoksha Jnanam.

• Meditation is not for Brahma Anubava but it is for getting out of Jiva Bhavaha.

• Viparita Bavana Nivritti is benefit of Meditation, not getting Aparoksha Jnanam.

• Brahma Anubava comes by Mahavakya Sravanam, intently, with all attention.

• I am Brahman, ever experienced Brahman, I am.

• Dridatara = Crystal clear.

• Nirvichikitasa = Doubtless, never ask for Brahman Anubhava.

• It does not exist as particular event.

• It exists as :

o Pratibodha Viditam Matam.

o Ever available event.

• This Aparoksha Jnanam – what generates it? Mahavakya Janyam, Aparoksha Jnanam.

• “Aham Brahma Asmi”.
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

This (self) was indeed Brahman in the beginning. It knew only Itself as, ‘I am Brahman.’ Therefore It
became all. And whoever among the gods knew It also became That ; and the same with sages and men.
The sage Vamadeva, while realising this (self) as That, knew, ‘I was Manu, and the sun.’ And to this day
whoever in like manner knows It as, ‘I am Brahman,’ becomes all this (universe). Even the gods cannot
prevail against him, for he becomes their self. While he who worships another god thinking, ‘He is one, and
I am another,’ does not know. He is like an animal to the gods. As many animals serve a man, so does each
man serve the gods. Even if one animal is taken away, it causes anguish, what should one say of many
animals? Therefore it is not like by them that men should know this. [I – IV – 10]

• What is uniqueness of Aparoksha Jnanam.
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• It is most powerful Jnanam.

• Avidya – stage No. 1

Stage 2 – Tatkaryam

Destroys :

I) Aham Na Veda - Brahman

• I don’t know Brahman is no more there in the mind.

• When he hears the word Brahman, he does not look for something.

Mind set :

• Brahman = I – being talked.

• Aparoksha Jnani – does not think of wonderful thing.

Spontaneously idea comes :

• Talking about me I don’t know – mind set gone.

It destroys 4 things

BranthiAvarnam No. 2Avaranam No. 1Agyanam

Delusion

Aparoksha Jnanam destroys
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II) 

2 fold Avarnam gone

Existence negating Avaranam Experience negating Avaranam

• Brahman experience will never negate because it is there all the time, now also.

• Because of light of Brahman - I am writing, hearing, seeing.

Katho Upanishad :

The sun does not shine there, nor does the moon, nor do the stars, nor the lightnings and much less this 
fire. When He shines, everything shines after him ; by His light, all these shine.  [II – II – 15]

Example :

• Like negating sunlight.

• Seeing all things in sunlight.

• If you negate sunlight, foolish.

• No one can negate Brahman experience Iti Avarna Dvayam
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3rd Stage negated :

• Aham Na Brahma.

• Our habit – I am not wonderful Brahman – I am miserable Jiva.

• No more Binary format, I am in comfortable ∆ format.

• As Jiva, Punya Papa Karta.

• Done Punya, Papam, going through Prarabdam.

• Experiencer of Karma Phalam struggling miserable Jiva = 3rd stage.

• All 3 stages – Avidya Sammuham destroyed by Aparoksha Jnanam – 5th stage.

Revision 144 :

Students question :

• What is locus of Mahavakya Jnanam?
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Answer :

• Chidabhasa alone gains Aham Brahma Iti.

• Aparoksha nanam = 5th stage of Chidabasa.

• 7 stages – from Chapter 7 – Panchadasi – Trupti Deepa.

• Agyanam 2 fold, Avarnam, Vikshepa Paroksha Jnanam

Jiva

Chidabhasa Part Chit Part

- Cause of Samsara
- Eliminated in 4, 5, 6, 7 stages

- Avantara Vakyam 
generates

5th :

• Aparoksha Jnanam – Very Important

↓

Mahavakyam generates
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Aham Brahma Asmi destroys :

I) Self ignorance

II) 2 fold Concealment

Paroksha Jnanam Aparoksha Jnanam

- Limited efficiency
Can destroy one type of Avarnam

- Asatvapadaka Avaranam

- Efficient to eliminate
I) Ajnanam
II) 2nd Avaranam
III) Vikshepa

- Crucial

Brahman

Nonexistent Brahman is not experienced

• Brahman is existent and ever experienced as “I am” – all the time available.

Keno Upanishad :

Indeed, he attains immortality, who intuits It in and through every modification of the mind. Through the 
Atman he obtains real strength, and through Knowledge, immortality. [Chapter 2 – Verse 4]
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• I see, I hear, I taste – I – common.

• What I experience – varies 

• That I experiencer consciousness – never varies.

• Consciousness principle is Brahman.

• Don’t need special experience at a time.

• It is ever available.

• Avarnam Completely gone.

• Vikshepa = Jiva Bhava, notion – I am created Jiva existing in a corner of the universe.

Our Self Assessment :

• Miserable Jiva – Notion wiped out.

• Entire universe existing in me.

Purusha Sukhtam :

“This much is His glory only. And Purusha is much more than all these. The entire Universe of happenings 
(Viswa) and creatures (Bhootani) constitute but a quarter (Pada) of him. The remaining three quarters 
(Tripad) of his glory consists of the immutable Consciousness.” [Verse 3]

• World in insignificant part of me.

• Replacing Jiva Bava by Brahma Bava.

Branti :

• 75% class – Sanskrit… portion swami fills up.
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Topic 195 :

3rd Stage :

• Ajnanam, Avarnam, Vikshepa.

• Vikshepa = Branti – confusion, Shokah Grief, Samsara.

• Samsara wiped out.
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• During mental chattering I often take stock of myself and my life and self assessment is 
going on.

Samsara

- Not external condition - Thought, I entertain in my 
mind, w.r.t. myself.

- Self assessment that takes 
place in my mind, when 
worldly transactions are not 
there.

- I am privately with myself.
- Mind continues to have 

internal Chattering, Samsara.

Am I

Successful Failure

• In all mental Chattering, Jiva Bhava not Prominent.

• Which Bava is Prominent for Jnani?

• Brahma Bava.
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• When he does Vyavahara, he puts on Jiva Bava.

• Where are you coming from?

• I am Adhishtanam, in which time and space is there.

• In Transactions, use Jiva Bhava.

• When you come out of house, decency is you dress up.

• For Vyavahara, dress up with Jiva Bhava.

• When I am in private, always remember prominently.

• Jiva Bava = Vesham, up + downs belongs to Vesham.

• I don’t have all 7 Avasthas Sapta Avasta Ateeta, Brahma Aham Asmi.

• This mental state of Jnani in Private.

• Before sleep don’t worry about children, grand children, I claim my glory.

1st Thought :

Prathas Smaranam :

I remember in the morning the Ātma which shines in the heart, which is in the form of sat, cit, ānandā, which is
the goal to be attained by Paramahamsa sanyasis, which is called the “fourth” because always witnesses the three
states of waking, dream and deep sleep. I am that Brahman which is indivisible and not composed of the five
elements space, air, fire, water and earth. [Verse 1]
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• Mental state of Jnani – Topic 195.

• I am beyond 6 modifications Birth, old age, disease, death…

• In me, Sukham, Dukham are not there weebit.

• Even Smell of Samsara… is not there.

• I am Kutasta, beyond birth and death, in all 3 periods of time.

• I should always have awareness.

• When Samsara thought arises, instantaneously hit with mosquito bat.

• Samsara Vritti = Mosquito.

• This is called Vasana Kshaya, habitual Samsara Vritti negation.

• Not negation of all thoughts.

• Samsara Vasana negates, part of Nididhyasanam.

• May you note this important knowledge.

• When I negate birth itself, all consequent problems negated.

• Why?

• All multitude problems, miseries negated when Janma negated.

• Don’t want – future Janma – Prayer not correct.

• You are displaying ignorance of present Janma.

• Ever say : I never have Janma in all 3 periods of time.
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• All 6 modifications – Asti, Jayate, Vardate, Viparinamate, Apakshiyate Vinashyati.

• Bava Vikara – in Tattva Bodha definition.

• This negation of Vikshepa is called Shokha Nashaha – removing the grief from life.

Topic 195 7th stage

- 6th stage
- Branthi / Shokha Nasha = Peace

- Topic 196
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Topic 196 :

Peace Happiness

Dukha Nivritti Sukha Prapti

2 fold

Bimba Ananda Pratibimba Ananda

- Original happiness called 
Brahma Ananda

- Highest infinite Ananda
- Attaining by claiming :

I am Brahma Ananda
- Non-experiential, cognitive.
- Gained in terms of 

knowledge, not experience

- Experiential joy at mental 
plane in claiming Brahman.

- Both Bimba and Pratibmba
Ananda I get.

- Not object of experience
- It happens to be subject
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• Aham Advitiya Brahma Asmi – I am the nondual Brahman.

• Vichikitsam = Samshaya = Doubt.

Katho Upanishad :

There is that doubt. “When a man is dead,” Some say ‘He exist’ and some again say ‘He does not.’ this I 
should like to know, being taught by thee. This is the third boon, that I ask. [I – I – 20]

• Nirvichikitsam = Doubtless knowledge.

• Sakshat Karaha = Aparoksha Jnana Rupam.

• Knowledge in whichi subject, object division is not there = Akhandakara Vritti.

• When this knowledge rises in your mind when you listen to Mahavakyam.

• Nirathishaya Ananda Anubavati Eva :

There is the highest joy in the form of Bimba and Pratibimba Ananda, that I am 
Muktaha = Joy.

• Pratibimba Ananda – Experiential joy will be directly proportional to the intensity of 
seeking.



• Example : 

Want water – in front – thirst quenched.

• If thirsty for whole day, hungry for week, I get ½ Roti = Joy of Moksha.

• Experiential Ananda through knowledge will be proportional to the Mumukshutvam.

• After dipping in Samsara, must have Teevra Mumukshutvam.

• Arjuna in 1st Chapter – Gita.

• Generally – desire distributed between Dharma, Artha, Kama, Moksha – Moksha 25%

• If free, Moksha – ok – like free Arabic Book.

• If desire luke warm, teacher says you are Brahman, no thrill.

• Seeker goes through many experiences, Guru shopping, failed, gets real teaching, 
there is Brahmananda and Pratibimba Ananda of highest nature.

• Nirathi Shaya Ananda Anubava Bhavati.

• There is cognitive Ananda and experiential Ananda.

Taittriya Upanishad :
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• That man enjoys Manushya, Deva Gandharva,… all experiential pleasure.

• Experiential pleasure also promised for a spiritual seeker.

• It is directly proportional to intensity of seeking.

= Mahaharsha = 7th stage of spiritual Journey.

Panchadasi : Chapter 7 

• Dhanyoham, Kruta Krityoham Pavitoham, Aho Shastram Aho Guru….

• Everything is wonderful, I am also great, I made use of all of that and I got what I want 
= Dance of Nataraja.

The following is the enquiry concerning the bliss (Brahmananda Rasa). Suppose there be a youth, Good,
well Versed in the scriptures, well disciplined, resolute and very strong; to him belongs all this earth full of
wealth. This is one Unit of human bliss. This (Unit of bliss) of man multiplied hundredfold is the bliss of
human Gandharvas and this is also the bliss of one well versed in the Vedas and who is free from desires.
[2 - 8 - 2]

• This is divertion before coming to students question.

• He completes divertion.

• The 7 stages described above is only for Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium 
component of Jiva – don’t belong to Original Consciousness component.

• Original Consciousness is like a screen, does not have any connection with movie.
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Mandukya Upanishad :

• Original Consciousness affected by all this Drama. 

• Aham Brahma iti Aparoksha Jnanam is the 5th Avastha among the seven.

Foot Note :

• Sanskrit – Vichara Sagara – covered foot note.

• Connect example to 10th man story.

• 7 stages – Vidyaranya connects in Chapter 7.

• In the story of 10th man – Maha Foolish – possible… Samsara because we have not 
counted the real I – myself.

• Samsara definition = Taking my self for granted.

• Counted all, worrying about Children.. Anatma obsession.

• He does not know his Dashama status – Dashamatvam – 10th ness status.

• He knows himself.

There is neither dissolution, nor birth; neither anyone in bondage, nor any aspirant for wisdom; neither
can there be anyone who hankers after liberation, nor any liberated as such. This alone is the Supreme
Truth. [2 - K - 32]
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• Every Jiva knows his self – no ignorance.

• We don’t know our important status.

• Our status = Brahmatvam status.

1st stage – Ajnanam :

• Ignorance of 10th man status / Brahmatvam status.

• Because of this follows 2nd stage.

2nd Stage : 

• 10th man – not there, I don’t see him.

• Dashamaha Nasti – Brahman does not exist, Asatva Avarnam I don’t experience 
Brahman, Abava Avaranam.

Negation – 10th Man / Brahman

Existence Experience

- Nasti - Abava
- No Bhasti

3rd Stage :

• Conclusion – 10th man died, we crossed river as 10, now become 9, 10th drowned in 
the river.
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• Imagines, cries, wailing, hits head against tree, got bump, grief goes after Jnanam but 
bump continues = Prarabdam.

• Ayameva Branti – Vikshepa.

4th Stage :

Guru :

• Why are you crying 

• 10th man exists

• Avantara Vakyam.

Student :

• Can you prove it.

• Dashamaha Asti – 10th alive = Paroksha Jnanam, not drowned in river, leader of group, 
good swimmer, not thinking.

• Knowing existence of 10th man = Paroksha Jnanam.

• First you eat.

• Brings 9 others… 1…. 9….

Drg Drishya Viveka

10th Atma 9

Tat Tvam Asi
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• Naishkarmya Siddhi – Sureshvaracharya…. Saw same story.

• Vichara Sagara taken after Naishkarmya Siddhi.

• Directly told… after counting 9, closes – eyes – unobservable, observable 
consciousness, I am the 10th man.

• This is stage 5 – Aparoksha Jnanam.

• Crying ends.

Gita :

Arjuna Said : Destroyed is my delusion, as I have now gained my memory (Knowledge ) through your grace, O
Achyuta. I am firm; my doubts are gone. I will do according to your word (bidding). [Chapter 18 - Verse 73]

• This is Branthi Nasha- stage 6, sober, hangover over.

• When he has got 10th man, that joy is extreme joy – 7th stage.

• Agyanam, Avarnam, Vikshepa called Samsara = Bandah Karanam.

• Later 4 stages called Moksha Sadhana – Karanam.

• Samsari seeker in stages 1 – 4.

• Others non seeker Samsari.

• Divertion over.
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Students objection :

• Chidabasa – how can it know Aham Brahma Asmi?

• How can it happen?

Revision (145) :

Topic 196 :

Question of Tattwa Drushti : Topic 189

• Where does Aham Brahma Asmi knowledge takes place in individual?

Jiva 

Reflected MediumReflected ConsciousnessOriginal Consciousness 

• How to resolve problems?
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Divertion :

• All 7 stages belong to Chidabhasa, not to Chit.

• Original consciousness does not go through any stages, it is Nirvikaraha.

• Original Consciousness remains as Adhishtanam, movie screen.

• No Avastha belongs to Original Consciousness.

• 3 Avasthas belong to medium Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium.

• Since 7 Avasthas belong to Chidabhasa only, 5th also belongs to chidabhasa.

• Aham Brahma Asmi belongs to Chidabhasa only.

• Mind + Chidabhasa is locus of Aham Brahma.

Spiritual Journey

(4) Paroksha
Jnanam

(3) Vikshepa(2) Avarnam(1) Agyanam

(6) Shokha
Nivrittiranthi

(5) Aham Brahma 
Asmi

(7) Sukha Prapti

Samsara
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Topic 197 :

• Repetition of problems mentioned in Topic 187.

Objection of Student :

• Knowledge is taking place as thought, Vritti in Chidabhasa, belongs to mind.

• Chidabasa Sahita Antahkaranam – mind.

• Mind = Mithya

• Chidabhasa = Mithya.

• Knowledge takes place in Mithya – knower.

• I – refers to knower. Therefore I is Mithya.
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• How can Mithya I claim one-ness with Satyam Brahman?

Mithya knower Aham – mix of Chidabhasa + Mind make statement :

All Mithya

I) Mind – Mithya
II) Chidabhasa – Mithya
III) Mixture of Mind + Chidabhasa (where Vritti raises)
IV) Mithya knower
V) I – refers to knower

I also is MIthya

I am Mithya knower

I am Mind + Chidabhasa

Behind me there is Original Consciousness

Original Consciousness is Adhishtanam

Adhishtanam is Satyam

Satyam Original Consciousness is Identical 
with Brahman
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• Mithya + Satyam can’t be equated in knowledge.

• It is wrong knowledge, wrong knowledge - can’t liberate a person.

• If instead of saying my Adhishtanam Brahma, if he says Aham Brahma, this knowledge 
which is rising in Abhasa + mind, is wrong knowledge, because it is equating Mithya 
and Satyam.

• This objection of student, student is bringing out, said in topic 189.

• What is the locus? Student had hidden agenda – Ghadaha Abhisandihi.

• Oh Lord – my Acharya – you have said :

Original Consciousness enclosed in body and mind is always identical with all 
pervading Brahman.

• Reflected Consciousness – Micro or Macro is different from Original Consciousness.

• Reflection is Mithya, original is Satyam.

• Satyam (Original Consciousness) + Mithya (Reflected Consciousness) are different.

• When Mithya Abhasa is claiming – Aham Brahman – all pervading Original 
consciousness.

• Such claim not possible.

Student can say Student can’t say

My Adhishtanam Original 
Consciousness is Brahman

I am Brahman
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• Student can claim :

o I am Reflected Consciousness, I have Original Consciousness as my Adhishtanam.

o My Original Consciousness is identical with Brahman

• That knowledge acceptable.

• Inside me there is Bhagawan, can’t say I am Bhagawan.

God is in me God is me

All Accept BP Rises

• Important question…

• Me = Chidabhasa + Mind = Locus of knowledge.

• Reveals once own knowing nature, belonging to Reflected Consciousness only.

• Knowing nature of Abhasa is Mithya only, different from Satyam Brahma.

• Therefore Chidabhasa can never claim Aham Brahma Asmi, if it does, it is wrong 
knowledge.

Example :

• Equating rope and snake.

This is Snake

- Rope
- Satyam

- Mithya
- False Snake
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• Can’t equate rope to snake – Satyam – Anruta Mithuni Karanam

• This is always Mithya Jnanam.

Conclusion :

• Aham Brahma is delusion, wrong knowledge.

• How can this false knowledge be generated by Veda?

• There is some problem somewhere.

• How do you understand meaning of sentence – Aham Brahma Asmi?

• What is Aham? Chidabhasa or Chit.
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Technical answer – Grammatical analysis :

Topic 198 :

Aham – 2 justifications

Chidabasa Brahma Chit Brahma

• Understand meaning clearly technically, grammatically.

• Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam – Bada Samanadhi Karanyam.

• Samanadhi Karanyam.

Naishkarmya Siddhi : Chapter 3

Grammatical coordination, the relation of the qualification and the qualified, the relation of
the implication and the implied - these are the relations applicable to the [two] words, their
meanings, and the word - meanings and the inward Self. [Chapter 3 – Verse 3]
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• When words have got different meanings but with different meanings, all words 
reveal only one object, sentence is called Samanadhi Karanya Vakyam.

• Sentence where words have one converging meaning.

• 5 words – 5 meanings – One object

↓   ↓

Samanam Adhikaranam

• One object revealing words = Samana Adhikaranam.

• Normally different words – different objects.

• Man, chair, book.

• Words 5 – meanings 5 – Object One.

Understand Mahavakya in 3 
levels – Sambandha Trayam

3rd2nd1st

- Lakshya Lakshana- Viseshana Viseshyaha- Samanadhi Karanyam
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Example :

Gita – Dhyana Sloka :

Salutations to Krsna who is a tree of fulfilment (Parijata or Kalpataru) - the bestower of all desires to all
those who totally surrender to Him, who has milked the Gita nectar, the holder of jnanamudra,
the wielder of the cane in one hand with which He drives home the herd of cattle under His protection.
[Dhyana Sloka 3]

• I offer Namaskara to Krishna.

• Prapanna Parijata

• Totra Vedaika

• Netra Vetheika Panaye

• Jnana Mudraya

• Krishnaya

• Geeta Amrute

• Not Krishnaya, Krishna, Krishna…

I) Prapanna Parijata :

• One who is like Parijata for devotees.

Not 5 dieties but to one Krishna
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II) Totra Vedeica Panaye :

• One who is carrying whip in hand.

III) Jnana Mudraya :

• One who is yielding Jnana Mudra.

IV) Gita Amruta Hetu :

• One who milking Gita from Upanishadic cow.

V) Krishnaya :

• Attractive Dark one.

• Meanings totally different – mean one Krishna.

• 5 words have Samanadhi Karanya Sambandha.

• Converging status, into one object.

Foot Note :

(I) Converging words, relationship called Samanadhi Karanyam.

(II) All Mahavakyams are Samanadhi Karanya Vakhyams.

• In all Mahavakyams

• Jivatma – Paramatma – 2 separate words.

• Revealing not 2 separate objects but one Akhanda Advaita Chaitanyam.

(III) Samanadhi Karanyam – 16 types

• Brahma Sutra – Vyaptehe Asamanjasyam 4 Samanadhi Karanyam.
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2 main Samanadhi Karanyam

Aikya Samandikaranyam Error Correcting

- 2 words reveal one-ness
- Oneness revealing Samanadhi

Karanyam
- Merger

- Correction Samanadhikaranya
- Correct mistake
- Mistake correcting 

Samanadhikaranyam
- Mistake is eliminated
- Right thing will stay back.
- 2 comes close
- Knockout match
- One remains, one gets 

knocked out.
- Bada Samanadhikaranyam
- Knock out meeting
- Ayam Sarpaha Rajjuhu Bavati

• Here mistaken notion will be knocked out.

Bada Samanadhi Karanyam :

• Person has mistaken rope for snake.

• In persons vision rope not there, snake alone is there.
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• I want to correct this erroneous perception.

• I have to identify with him.

• Can’t start with rope.

• In his mind, rope is not there.

He says :

• There is a snake.

I Say :

• That snake – I am quoting his mistake.

• I don’t have mistaken perception.

• “That snake you see is really speaking a rope”.

• Snake and rope – in Samanadhikaranyam because I say, snake is rope.

• It cannot be Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

• Rope and Snake different

↓ ↓

- Real - False

- Inert - Chetanam

• Sentence is still Samanadhikaranyam.

• It is not to reveal oneness between rope and snake but it is meant for eliminating, 
knocking out mistaken perception.
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• At the end of the sentence.

• False sentence knocked off, one remains.

• In Bada Samanadhi Karanyam also Advaitam remains.

• In Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam also, Advaitam remains.

• Here Nischaladasa tells in essence :

o In Aham Brahma Asmi Vakhyam, if meaning of Aham is taken as Chit – Original 
Consciousness, it is Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

Original Consciousness Brahman

Meaning I All pervading Original Consciousness

Ghatakasha Mahakasha

• When student says : 

Aham Brahma Asmi and Aham refers to Chidabhasa component, then the 
Samandhikaranyam, it should be understood as Badayam Samanadhi Karanya
Vakhyam.
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I – 1st person knowing person

Appearing as Reflected Consciousness

Knowing, changing Reflecting Consciousness in 
the empherical world

Is Really nothing but Original Consciousness only

Reflected Consciousness is Mithya, knock off 
Reflected Consciousness

Understand I = Original Consciousness

Is which Original Consciousness there is no I, 
he or she

I – you – he, Rahita Original Consciousness alone 
is there

In which Original Consciousness, I is not there, 1st

person, 2nd person not there
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Sad Darshanam :

• When you knock off Reflected Consciousness Ahamkara what is left out is one 
Chaitanyam in which 1st person I – is not there, 2nd person – you,  not there, 3rd

person – he, is also not there.

• This I – knowing Samanadhi Karanyam is called Bada Samanadhi Karanyam.

• Either way, Advaita Original Consciousness alone will be left out in the end – in Aikya
or 3 Bada.

‘You’ and ‘that’ are based on the ‘I’. When you go to the root of the ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘that’
disappear. That state, which is bereft of the notions of ‘I’, ‘you’ and ‘that’, is one and one
alone. That state which is the true and natural state of the Self, is all revealing and
splendorous [ Verse 16 ]
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• Personless verb does not exist.

• Bada Samanadhikaranyam close mouth, can’t say anything – any word refers to 1st / 
2nd / 3d person.

• In Aikya Samanadhikaranyam you can comfortably use Aham – Brahma Asmi.

• What is preferable and predominantly used by Acharyas is Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

• In Aikya Samanadhikaranyam – alone, Jiva bava can be negated.

• Only when you claim I am Brahman, the notion I am Jiva will go away.

• Both ‘Samanadhikaranyam’ can be justified.

• We prefer Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

• Vakya Vritti – highly grammatical.

Aikya Samanadhikaranyam Bada Samanadhikaranyam

- Word I remains
- I refers to Original 

consciousness, it can remain

- Word I knocked out.
- I can’t be used
- Brahman left out
- Can’t use is or am
- Am – refers to 1st person.
- Is – refers to 3rd person.
- Are – refers to 2nd person.
- Can’t use verb
- All verb in any language refers 

to 1st / 2nd / 3rd person



• Uses Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

• In Naishkarmya Siddhi – Sureshvaracharya uses Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

Final Message :

I – Aham – 2 meanings possible

Reflected Consciousness Original Consciousness

- As Chidabhasa, localized 
consciousness Badayam
Samanadhikaranyam

- Dismiss I, Chidabasa, keep 
quiet, Amatra, Chatrutaha, 
Avyavaharyaha, Prapancha 
Upashamaha, Shantaha, 
Shivaha, Advaitaha…. 
Mandukya Upanishad – Verse 7

- Kutastha
- Brahmana – Mukhya – Aikya

Samanadhikaranyam

1901
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• Oh dear student – fact remains, knowledge takes place only in Chidabasa – Reflected 
Medium + Reflected Consciousness.

• Knowing principle is always Chidabhasa alone.

• In that we have no difference.

• It is not taking place in Kutastha.

When a person says :

It is not that which is conscious of the internal subjective world, nor that which is conscious of the external
world, nor that which is conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of consciousness, nor that which is
simple consciousness, nor is it unconsciousness: it is unseen by any sense-organ, beyond empirical
dealings, incomprehensible by the mind, uninferable, unthinkable, indescribable, essentially by of the self
alone, negation of all phenomena, the peaceful, the auspicious and the non-dual. This is what is
considered as the fourth (Turiya). This is the Atman and this is to be realised. [Mantra 7]

I am knower

Primarily refers to Mind + Chidabasa

• Original Consciousness not knower but is never away from the knower.

• In this case, between Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness, no distance.

• Between reflected face and original face there is physical distance.

• Reflected Sun and Original Sun, difference is lakhs of KM.

• Reflected Consciousness / Original Consciousness no distance.
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• In knower itself, non knower very much exists..

• Within changing knower, nonchanging – non-knower also inseparably mixed together.

In word I

Knower is there Non-knower also included

I – can use I for

Knower Non-knower also

Finger – can be used to show

Changing hand Light

Tatu Tvam

Knower component Non-knower component

• Samanadhi Karanyam must be adjusted to what you mean.

• Intention determines the type of Samanadhi Karanyam
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Revision (146) : 

Which Samanadhikaranyam

BothBadaAikya

Introductory notes :

I) Aham Brahma Asmi – Analysis different from Vivekachudamani, Panchadasi, Upadesa Sara.

Conventional Mahavakya 
Vichara

AsiTvamTat
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• Both sides Saguna and by Baga Tyaga Lakshana remove Guna from both sides.

• This Mahavakya Vichara popular.

• Also in Naishkarmya Siddhi – chapter 3 – Verse 76 & 77.

By Baga Tyaga Lakshana, 
eliminate

One-nessJivaIshvara

Tat Tvam Asi

- Ishvara
- Saguna
- Sarvagya
- Sarvashaktiman
- Vachyartham

- Jiva
- Saguna
- Alpagya
- Alpashaktiman
- Vachyartha

- Oneness
- Not in Sagunam
- Attributes diagonally 

opposite in Vachyartha

- By Baga – Tyaga
Lakshana remove 
attribute

- Lakshyartha
- Attributeless

consciousness the truth.

- Guna of Jiva Removed
- Come no Nirguna 

Consciousness

- Guna of Saguna Ishvara 
remove

- Come to Nirguna 
consciousness
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Naishkarmya Siddhi :

The meanings of the two words [“Tat” and “Tvam”] terminate in the self which is devoid of both duality
and mediacy. The non-duality [of Brahman] is not possible without [identity of Brahman with] the self. The
self cannot be [eternal] without the eternal consciousness (i.e. Brahman). [Chapter 3 - Verse 76]

Mediacy, which is a part of the meaning of "that", has to be rejected just as the "I" [which is a part of the
meaning of "thou"] has be to rejected. Just as the "I" is identified with the inward Self [due to ignorance],
even so my supreme Self is identified with mediacy. [Chapter 3 – Verse 77]

• Both sides of equation has Saguna.

• Aikya Samandhi Karanyam.

Here in Vichara Sagara :

Aham Brahma Asmi

- Not Sarvagya Ishvara
- Refers to Satyam Jnanam Anantham

Nirgunam Brahman
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• Pragyanam Brahman

• Jiva – Saguna – No controversy.

• In Mahavakyam both sides should be Sagunam or only side is Sagunam?

2 approaches to Tat

Saguna Ishvara Nirguna Brahman

In Vedanta in 4 Mahavakyam’s

Shastric view

Both side Saguna ok One side Saguna ok

- Conventional 
- Baga Tyaga Lakshana
- Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam

- Vichara Sagara
- Aham – Knower Jiva
- Brahman – Shuddha Chaitanyam
- Nirguna Brahman

• Between Jiva and Brahman – Samanadhi Karanyam is Bada.
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Brahman

Bada Aikya

Between Aham

2 approaches possible

Naishkarmya Siddhi :
- Chapter 2 – Verse 29
- Vakyam Tatu, Vyapanetru

Tatu
- Badayam Samanadhi

Karanyam

One interpretation

One side Saguna Bada Samanadhikaranyam

Nishchaladasa :

• Takes both – Bada + Aikyam

• By taking appropriate meaning of Aham.

• Without changing meaning of Aham

• Keep Brahman same, Nirgunam

• Knower can be interpreted appropriately.
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• Meaning of Aham you take appropriately.

2 Interpretations for Aham -
knower

Chidabhasa Chit

Bada Samanadi Karanyam Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam

I – See I – Hear 

Eye Ear

• We use I for Annamaya, Pranamaya, Manomaya, Vigyanamaya, Anandamaya because 
composite entity is there.

I – can use for

Original ConsciousnessReflected ConsciousnessReflected Medium

• Depending on meaning of word I take Bada or Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam.

• Message :

Here we are taking one sided Mahavakyam, not 2 sided Mahavakyam.



Equation

One side Sagunam Second side Nirgunam

• 2 sided equation = Both sides Sagunam.

• Both taken as Saguna, Baga Tyaga Lakshana – Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam is taken.

• Here one sided Mahavakyam. This is introductory note 1.

Introductory Note 2 :

I

Jnata Knower in Vedanta class

Not Karta or Bokta

I - Salad

Original ConsciousnessReflected ConsciousnessReflected Medium

EverywhereBody 1910
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• Knower – status – Kshetrajna Bashyam belongs to Reflected Medium + Reflected 
Consciousness + Original Consciousness or not?

One approaches w.r.t. knower 
status of Original Consciousness –

taken by Nishchaladasa here

Give status to Do not give status to

- Reflected Medium + Reflected 
Consciousness pair is knower

- Original Consciousness, not 
knower

- Akarta, Abokta, Apramata, 
Nirvikara

- Original Consciousness does 
not participate in knowing 
process of Reflected 
Consciousness + Reflected 
Medium

- Knower status should not be 
given to Original Consciousness

2nd Approach :

• Even though Original Consciousness is not knower and person uses – “I am the 
knower” and non-participant, Original Consciousness is included.
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• Without Adhishtanam nothing can exist, therefore I includes knower also and non-
knower Original Consciousness also.

• I – knower – includes Original Consciousness as Adhishtanam, without participation.

Example :

• Movie possible because of screen.

Mixture of

Knower Reflected Consciousness 
+ Reflected Medium

Non-knower Original 
Consciousness

I

When I can refers to

Knower component
Non-knower Original Consciousness 

but integrally present there

- Reflected Consciousness 
- It is Bada Samanadhi Karanyam

- Then it is Aikya Samanadhi
Karanam possible. 

• This is approach of Nishchaladasa here.
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Another Approach :

• Once you know roads, like Hastamalakam, you can reach home.

• Several Prakriyas given to communicate teaching.

• Kshetrajna Bhashyam – in 2nd last class.

• How knower status can be given to Original Consciousness also?

• Only when Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness, 
mixed together, knower can come into existence.

• Without mind – Reflected Medium – no knower possible.

• No class required if knower was possible without mind.

• Without Reflected Consciousness, in wall – Reflected Consciousness absent – no 
knower possible.

• Without original Consciousness, can Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium be 
knower?

• Without Original Consciousness, Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium can’t 
exist.

• Isness of Reflected Consciousness + Reflection Medium comes from Original 
Consciousness.

• Therefore can’t say Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Mediumis knower 
independently.
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Must say :

• Blessed by Original Consciousness – Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium 
knower.

Keno Upanishad :

Preceptor : It is the Ear of the Ear, the Mind of the Mind, the Tongue of the Tongue (Speech of the Speech) 
and also the Life of the Life and the Eye of the Eye. Having abandoned the sense of Self or I-ness in these 
and rising above sense-life, the wise become Immortal. [I – 2]

• Knowerhood is status distributed amongst all 3, not distributed to 2.

• If you say knowership belongs to Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness it is 
secondary approach.

Along with Original Consciousness 
Reflected Consciousness + Reflected 

Medium become

Knower

By undergoing a change
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• Pure Original consciousness can’t be knower.

• Nonchanging knower status of Original Consciousness alongwith Reflected Medium + 
Reflected Consciousness is called Sakshi.

• Sakshi – refers to nonchanging knower status of Original Consciousness, in the 
proximity of Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium.

• Therefore in another approach, Original Consciousness given knower status.

• Very common in Upanishad.

Alongwith Reflected Medium + 
Reflected Consciousness

Original Consciousness Becomes a knower 
without undergoing a change

Give knower status to both

Reflected Medium + Reflected 
Consciousness

Original Consciousness
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

• Consciousness described as knower.

He who inhabits the organ of generation but is within it, whom the organ does not know, whose body is
the organ, and who controls the organ from within, is the Internal Ruler, your own immortal self. He is
never seen, but is the Witness; He is never heard, but is the Hearer; He is never thought, but is the
Thinker; He is never known, but is the Knower. There is no other witness but him, no other hearer but Him,
no other thinker but Him, no other knower but Him. He is the Internal Ruler, your own immortal self.
Everything else but Him is mortal. Thereupon Uddalaka, the son of Aruna, kept silent. [III – VII – 23]

• In both Chapter 3 – Antara Brahmanan and Akshara Brahmanam – Atma given status 
of Srota, Manta, Vigyata. 
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

• Original Consciousness called Vingnyata – knower.

• When knower status given to Jiva, Atma also is present there.

• Change is not message conveyed.

• In the knower, Original Consciousness is also component – should not forget.

That it does not see in that state is because, although seeing then, it does not see; for the vision of the 
witness can never be lost, because it is immortal. But there is not that second thing separate from it which 
it can see. [4 - 3 - 23]

Reflected Consciousness + Reflected 
Medium

Do everything

Not independent entity, duality comes
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• Therefore Upanishad wants to give knower status to Original Consciousness also.

Dvaitam

Atma Anatma

- Akarta
- Ajnanata (Not knower)

- Karta
- Jnanata (Knower)

Convention

Sakshi Pramata

- When Original 
Consciousness is given 
knower status.

- When Reflected 
Consciousness given 
knower status.

• Both can’t be independently Pramata.

• We use language to convey knower status in 2 ways.

• All joint ventures only.
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• Original Consciousness can’t be Sakshi without Reflected consciousness + Reflected 
Medium.

• Reflected Consciousness can’t be Pramata without Original consciousness.

• Together they are knower.

Gita :

• Knower status to Original Consciousness

• Rare Sloka

The supreme Purusa in this body is also called the spectator, the Permitter, the supporter, the enjoyer, the
great Lord and the supreme Self. [Chapter 13 - Verse 23]

• In this body Paraha – Purusha Asti = Paramatma = Original Consciousness.

• Upadrashta

• Anumantha

• Bharata

• Karta

• Bokta

- Normally we say Ahamkara is Karta – Bokta
- Atma is Akarta – Abokta
- Most popular approach
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• Krishna peculiarly gives Bokta status to Original Consciousness.

• Idea : Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness become Bokta status only if 
Original Consciousness is also there.

• Bokta status – share goes to Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness + Original 
Consciousness.

• Because of Bokta status, consciousness does  not undergo any change.

• Kalpita Boktrutvam of Original Consciousness.

• Kalpita Jnatrutvam can be given to Atma.

Atma can say both

Knower Not knower

- It is Adhishtanam of 
knower

- Even thought 
Adhishtanam, it does not 
participate in movements 
and changes of knower.

• Not verbal jugglery but done with proper understanding according to nature of Atma 
and Anatma.

• Introductory note upto this.
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Second Message :

• Original Consciousness can be given knower status.

• Original Consciousness need not be given knower status.

First Message :

Mahavakyam can be

2 Sided One Sided

Here

Nishchaladasa :

• Original Consciousness is non-knower.

• Kshetrajna – got knower status.

• Reflected Consciousness is knower.

Aham – I – includes 

Knower Reflected Consciousness Nonknower Original Consciousness

- Chidabhasa
- Bada Samandhi Karanyam

- Kutasta
- Aikya Samnadhi Karanyam
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• Aham Brahma Asmi possible.

• Nishchaladasa in Naishkarmya Siddhi talks only of Bada Samanadhi Karanyam.

Topic 198 :

For nonknower original 
Consciousness

For knower Chidabasa

- Aikya Samanadhikaranyam - Badayam Samanadhi Karanyam

• Nishchaladasa says – knower is only Reflected Medium + Reflected Consciousness.

• This Jnanam for Buddhi – Reflected Medium – Chidabasa – Reflected consciousness.

• Original Consciousness not knower.

• Even though Original Consciousness is not knower, when student uses word I, and he 
means primarily Chidabhasa but alongwith Chidabhasa non knower original 
Consciousness is included in word I.
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I used as mixture

Nonknower Knower

- Original Consciousness - Reflected Medium + Reflected 
Consciousness.

Therefore know Aham in Aham 
Brahma Asmi is mixture of

Kutastha Chidabhasa

Non-knower Original Consciousness Knower

• Knower, non-knower mixture is meaning of Aham.

Therefore I have facility to say both

- I am Chidabasa locally available 
in Singapore

- I am all pervading Original 
Consciousness.

Gita :
- Pashyan Srnvan… [V – 8]
- I do – I don’t do.
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Gita :

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,
eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]

I do I don’t do

Take Reflected Consciousness part Take Original Consciousness part
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• Preparation ready.

Aham

Knower Chidabhasa Nonknower Original Consciousness

Aham – Brahma Asmi

Not Ishvara

One sided equation

It is Paramartikam Chaitanyam only. Not 
Maya Sahita Brahma Sarvagyaha, but 

only Shudha Chaitanyam



I

Chidabasa knower Non knower 

- Then Aham Brahma Asmi is falsification 
of knower Chidabasa.

- Chidabasa does not exist separate from 
Brahman

- Chidabhasa Mithyatva Nishchaya is 
message of Mahavakyam

- Bada Samanadhi Karanyam

- Original Consciousness
- Entire world is Brahman.

Chandogya Upanishad :
- Sarvam Khalu Idam Brahman…
- Purusha evedam Vishwam Karma
- World is Brahman
- What is meaning of world – Drishya 

Nama Rupa Prapancha
- And with Brahman what is relationship 
- Bada Samanadhi Karanyam
- Not equating Mithya world to Satyam 

Brahman
- Can’t have Aikya Samanadhi Karanyam.

I – mixture of both

Can use according to intention of speaker

1926
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Chandogya Upanishad :

All this is Brahman. Everything comes from Brahman, everything goes back to Brahman, and everything is
sustained by Brahman. One should therefore quietly meditate on Brahman. Each person has a mind of his
own. What a person wills in his present life, he becomes when he leaves this world. One should bear this in
mind and meditate accordingly. [3 - 14 - 1]

• It means falsification of world only.

Mundak Upanishad :

Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back, on the right,
on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]

• Bada Samanadhikaranyam.
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Gita :

• Bada – Samanadhikaranyam.

• Havis = Part of world

• Kriya – Karaka Upa-mardaha

Bada Samanadhi Karanyam

• Falsification of Chidabhasa is done if meaning of I – is Chidabhasa.

2nd Approach :

Brahman is the oblation; Brahman is the clarified butter, and so on, constituting the offerings; by Brahman 
is the oblation poured into the fire of Brahman; Brahman verily, shall be reached by him who always sees 
Brahman in all actions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 24]

I Refers to Chit Sakshi

Aikya Samanadhi
Karanyam
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2 Big Paragraphs :

• Aikya – Mukhya – Samanadhi Karanyam

• Bada – Samanadhi Karanyam

Revision (147) 

Topic 198 :

2 Topics

Locus of Aham Brahma Asmi Aham Brahma Asmi

- Vritti Jnanam
- Chidabhasa + Mind
- Vritti modification
- Kutastha Chaitanyam 

can’t entertain Vritti

- What type of Samanadhi
Karanyam between Aham 
and Brahman?
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Brahman

Bada Aikya

Samanadhikaranyam

Aham

2 different component

Reflected Consciousness Original Consciousness

Aham – I (Intention of speaker)

Composite entity

• If you separate Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness, you cannot say I.

• Reflected Consciousness by itself can’t say I, Reflected Consciousness can’t exist 
without Original Consciousness.

• Original Consciousness = Akarta, Abokta

= Mixture always involved in Aham.
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Aham - I

(I) Original Consciousness component
(II) Reflected Consciousness 

Component

(I) Aikya Samanadhikaranyam (AS) :

• When relation between 2 things are total oneness, it is Mukhya Samanadhi Karanyam.

• In all 3 periods of time between Original Consciousness and Brahman it is Abheda
Sambandha.

• Contradictory word – Sambanda, always 2 – Abheda Sambanda = One.

• Relationship is one of non-difference.

• Means no relationship.

• There is only seeming difference but no actual difference.

- Original Consciousness Brahman = 
All pervading consciousness

- Aikya Samanadhikaranyam (AS)
- Original Consciousness and 

Brahman – always non-different.

- Bada Samanadhi Karanyam (BS)
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Relationship between 2 words called

• Padartha – Abheda Sambandha.

Example :

• Pot enclosed space and all pervading space, there is total identity.

• You can’t say Pot space is part of total space.

• Our thinking :

Pot space is part of total space.

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika

• Yatha Ghata Kashasya Maha Avayava… part negated.

• What is wrong if you say – Pot space is part of total space?

• Space is always indivisible, Akhanda, can’t have parts.

• Niravayavatvat – don’t forget – then can say Aham Brahma Asmi.

• Ghatakasha Mahakasha eva, Natu Avayava or Amsha.

• Therefore Mukhyasamanadhikaranyam (MS).

Mukhya Samanadhi Karanyam

Only word relationship, not meaning
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• Mukhya and Aikya – same.

• Apply here to Aham Brahma Asmi.

I

- Use Mind
- Exclude Mind, Chidabhasa

intellectually in understanding
- Claim 3rd part – Original 

Consciousness
- By Bagatyaga Lakshanaya
- Kutastha = Enclosed Original 

Consciousness
- Brahman = Unenclosed Original 

Consciousness.
- Sada Abheda, Permanent seeming 

difference, no factual difference.

Student can say without reservation :

• I am all pervading consciousness.
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Kaivalya Upanishad :

II) Bada Samanadhi Karanyam (BS) :

• Naishkarmya Siddhi – Bada Samanadhikaranyam and Aikya Samanadhikaranyam in 
different places.

In me alone everything is born ; in me alone does everything exist and in me alone gets everything 
dissolved. I am That non-dual Brahman. [Verse 19]
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Bada Samanadhi Karanyam (BS) :

• I – Intended meaning

- Reflected Consciousness part.

Reflected Consciousness Brahman&

- MIthya - All pervading 
- Satyam

• Not identical.

• Understand there is no Mithya Vastu separate from Brahman, no independent 
existence.

• Negation of independent existence called Badayam Samandhikaranyam.

• By using Aham, Original Consciousness is in word I, Reflected Consciousness also 
shines.

2 fold consciousness evident in Aham I

Reflected Consciousness + Original 
Consciousness (All pervading Brahman)

• Reflected Consciousness looses its Svarupam in Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

• Svarupam = Independent existence Svatantara.
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• Independent existence of Reflected Consciousness is Baditam – negated.

• Understand – Moonlight is sunlight.

• In Vedanta, for Chidabhasa, Badayam Samanadhi Karanyam.

Definition of Bada Samanadhikaranyam (BS) :

• All definitions in Vichara Sagara brilliant.

• When one entity looses independent existence which I have wrongly attributed.

• After the statement wrongly attributed independent existence is knocked off.

• Svarupa Nasha Purvakam = Independent Satta, existence.

• Reflected Consciousness looses existence, it does not have separate existence.

Abheda – 2 meanings

Kutasta + Brahman Reflected Consciousness + Brahman

- Meaning of Abheda = Total 
identity between Kutasta and 
Brahman

- Mukhya Samanadhi Karanyam
Abheda = One-ness

- Meaning of Abheda is : 
Reflected Consciousness does 
not have separate existence

- Non difference
- Badayam Samanadhikaranyam
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• Therefore it is non-different than other entity which has got independent existence.

• Pot is clay = Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

• Pot looses its independent existence and it is non-separable from clay = Pot has 
dependent existence.

• Pot = clay = Example of Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

• Pot is non-separate from clay which has independent existence.

• Svarupa Nasha Poorvakam, loosing its existence.

• It becomes nondifferent from Brahman which has got independent existence, Satyam.

2 Examples :

2 Entities / 2 Faces

Bimba Mukham Pratibimba Mukham

- Original Face
- Here

- Reflected face in the mirror.

• Pratibimba Mukham, Bimba Mukham eva.

• Bada Samanadhikaranyam – Because Pratibimba Mukham looses its existence and it 
becomes non-separate from Bimba Mukham.

• Difference is seeming, no difference at all.
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• Independent existence negated without Bimba.

• Nondifference is established, not identity.

• Reflected face is Original face only, seemingly different.

2nd Example :

• In Sthanu, stump of tree, person sees thief, humanbeing.

• Guru : Thief is stump.

• Thief – stump – equated – not Aikya Samanadhikaranyam, but Bada 
Samanadhikaranyam.

• Thief looses its independent existence, only appearance, non-different from stump.

• After Bada, student can say : 

o Bhaktas like – Bada Samanadhikaranyam

o Oh Lord – you alone are there, I am not there at all, Sharvanagathi.

o Address Bhakta – use Bada Samanadhikaranam.

o You alone are there oh Lord, I am not there, right.

Bimba / Original Consciousness / 
Brahman

Reflected Consciousness / 
Reflected Medium

Real Mithya
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• Keep meaning of Chidabasa – in I and tell Bhagawan, you, Brahman alone are there.

• Everything is there, I am not there.

Hard Core Vs Student :

• Drop Reflected Consciousness, come to Sakshi Chaitanyam.

• Say I am Brahman.

• No world separate from me.

• No mind, Chidabhasa separate from me.

• What about God – even god, if he is object, that God cannot exist separate from me.

• Advaitin Jnani merges Bhagawan into him, uses Aikya Samanadhikaranyam.

• Bakta will merge himself into Bhagawan, uses Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

• Whether you want to be Jnani or Bhakta, you have a choice.

• I am not there, Lord you alone are there, is Sharanagathi Tatvam.

2 choices

Bhakta Jnani

- Bada Samanadhikaranyam
- Nondifference
- For Visishta Advaitin and Dvaitin

- Aikya Samanadhikaranyam
- Oneness
- Advaitin
- Mukhya Abheda
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Conclusion of Bada Samanadhikaranyam :

Bhaktas “I” :

• Refers to Chidabhasa.

• Feels small 

• Naichya Bhava

• True Bhakta I am nothing, I am small.

• Self effacing person.

• Bada Samanadhikaranyam.

• Finite, located only where mind is.

• Alpaha, Nichaha

• Can’t exist without you, Brahman

• I am not, you alone are.
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In this manner :

Jnani – uses – Aham – I – as 
Kutastha

- As
- Mukhya Abheda between 

Kutastha and Brahman.

See difference between

Oneness Nondifference

- In Satyam there is one-ness - In Satyam and Mithya there is 
nondifference

- No oneness

• In every topic, apply mind whole heartedly.

• Vibhuti yoga – an sleep, everything talking, remembering, forgetting power Bhagawan 
glory, nothing to think.

• Intellectual heating in Vichara Sagara.
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Topic 199 – 218 :

Kena Bashyam :

I) Pure Reflected Consciousness can’t be experienced in self awareness.

• “I am” – Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness alone experienced.

• Pure Reflected Consciousness can’t exist without original face.

• Can’t leave reflection and come away.

• In self awareness, Reflected Consciousness adulterated with Original Consciousness.

II) Can we experience Original Consciousness in self awareness?

• Never.

• Important – subtle enquiry.

• Nobody experiences pure Original Consciousness or Reflected Consciousness at any 
time.

In – I – experience – Self experience 

Chit Chidabasa

Original Consciousness Reflected Consciousness
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• Pure Original Consciousness can never have self awareness.

• Self awareness requires Original Consciousness + Reflected Consciousness.

• Only when Reflected Consciousness comes into existence, thought I am will come.

• Only when Reflected Consciousness comes, in the mixture alone, self awareness 
arises in the form of “I am”.

• In Aham – Vritti – there is always a mixture of Original Consciousness and Reflected 
Consciousness.

• Kena Bashyam – don’t go to meditation for experiencing pure awareness in 
Nirvikalpaka Samadhi.

• In wall – is Original Consciousness there?

• Consciousness is all pervading and is present as existence principle.

• Reflected Consciousness possible only if Karana Shariram – Mind is required.

• If no mind, no Reflected Consciousness.

Wall

- Has Original Consciousness
- No Reflected Consciousness

Does wall have self awareness?
“No”
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Logic :

• In Nirvikalpaka Samadhi, they will remove all thoughts.

• Mind gone.

• Reflected Consciousness gone.

• Pure Original Consciousness – left behind in Nirvikalpaka.

• They will be exactly like stone wall – pure existence.

• When you eliminate Reflected Consciousness, you will loose self awareness, will 
become pure awareness.

• For understanding, gaining knowledge, you must always remain as mixed awareness 
alone.

• Be as Pramata, to study Shastra in class, don’t meditate.

• Don’t remove thought and mind, you can’t even listen.

• Keep Original Consciousness, Reflected Consciousness, mind gain knowledge Aham 
Brahma Asmi by excluding Reflected Consciousness in understanding.

Topic :

• Self awareness is always a mixture Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness.

• Mixture in self awareness, Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness come 
simultaneously or sequentially.

• Like marriage… Original Consciousness at birth and Reflected Consciousness will come.
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• How Reflected Consciousness + Original Consciousness appearness in self awareness –
I – thought.

• Do they appear sequentially or simultaneously?

Answer :

• Simultaneously

When person dies :

• Sukshma Shariram and Karana Shariram goes away, dead body is there, no Reflected 
Consciousness, therefore, no self awareness.

• Self awareness requires Reflected Consciousness.

Revision (148) :

Topic 199 :

Pramenava Yugapathva

- Sequentially appear in self 
awareness called I thought

- Simultaneously 

or
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I) I taken as Chidabasa :

• Bada – Means Mithyatvena Avagataha.

• As Chidabasa, I don’t exist separate from Brahman, Mithya.

2 questions

- What is locus of knowledge 
Aham Brahma Asmi

- Knowledge takes place in mind + 
Chidabasa

- An knowledge takes place in 
form of Vritti.

- Mind alone is locus of Vritti.

- In Aham Brahma Asmi what type 
of Samanadhikaranyam has to be 
employed?

- Both Aikya Samanadhikaranyam
and Bada Samanadhikaranyam
can be used depending on 
meaning of I.

- I – Has :
1. Chit Brahman
2. Chidabasa

- Brahman always of Chit
- Chit of Brahman and Chidabasa 

of I only Bada 
Samanadhikaranyam.

- Chidabasa dismissed as Mithya.
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I) I taken as Chidabasa :

• Bada – Means Mithyatvena Avagataha.

• As Chidabasa, I don’t exist separate from Brahman, Mithya.

II) I – taken as Chit – Satyam :

• Satyam Brahman cause of dismiss Satyam Kutastaha.

• Satyam Kutastha can’t dismiss Satyam Brahman.

• Both join together as Aikya Samanadhikaranyam – nondifference between Aham and 
Brahman.

Student can change channels 

Shift to Chidabasa Shift to Chit

Say I am not Say – I alone am

Chimayananda :

• Instead of saying – “I am alone” – remember “I alone am”.

• Braheimadiam Jagan – Cha Kala Chinmatram…

• No loneliness – I am nondual truth, which is always there.

• No 2nd thing for me to miss.

• Loneliness = Missing a company.
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Enjoy

Bada Samanadhikaranyam Aikya Samanadhikaranyam

• Type of Agyanam, Brahma Jnanam and Mechanism of Brahma Jnanam.

• Epistomology – Science of knowledge.

Samsara Moksha

- I am alone - I alone am

Knowledge 

Worldly knowledge Atma Jnanam

• Subtle topic, do Mananam, absorb, see relevance.

• Why do we get into hair splitting issues.

• Topic Kutastha Bhasayoho Aham Vrittou Bhanam.

• I – thought = Aham Vritti

= Self Awareness

= I am
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• Revealation of Chit and Chidabasa simultaneous.

Chit All pervading Chit

- Kutastha / Sakshi
- Chaitanyam enclosed in the 

Shariram

- Brahman

Aham Vritti - awareness

Chit Chidabasa
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Topic 200 – 208 :

• Simultaneously Chit + Chidabhasa rise.

• Jnanam rises inform of Surya Udaya, in the mind full of nocturnal darkness – thick 
ignorance perishes.

• Sakshi (Original Consciousness) + Reflected Consciousness – Chidabasa, both rise and 
shine in I thought – Aham Vrittou.

• Reflected Consciousness – includes – Reflected Medium.

• Antahkarana Sahita Chidabasa is object of Sakshi.
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• World = Known 

Binary format :

I – can be used for

Original ConsciousnessReflected ConsciousnessReflected Medium

Knower

Subject Object

Known

World

• Once you separate knower, there will be no known.

Original Consciousness Original Consciousness

- Knower 
- Only when together with 

Reflected Consciousness + 
Reflected Medium

- Mind + Chidabasa called known.

- By itself
- Not knower

Mind – Known Knower

- Mind gets knower status because 
of borrowed consciousness.

- Has Original Consciousness 
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• Original Consciousness by itself can’t be knower.

• Without separating them, I called one as Drk other as Drishyam.

In composite knower :

• Reflected medium + Reflected Consciousness are presented as Drisyam or object of 
knowledge – even though integral part because they have borrowed consciousness.

• Called Vishaya, Drishyam, object.

• Original Consciousness, independently not knower – Drk  - Kshetrajna, knower 
because it has its own consciousness and lends consciousness to mind.

• Figuratively, its called knower, Sakshi.

Original Consciousness Mind

Knower

Has Original Consciousness

Drk

Known

Has borrowed Consciousness

Drishyam

Don’t try to objectify
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Drg Drishya Viveka :

Original Consciousness

Ultimate knower

The eye is the seer, and form (and colour) the seen. That (eye) is the seen and the mind is (its) seer. The 
witness alone is the Seer of thoughts in the mind and never the seen. [Verse 1]

• Original Consciousness = Knower – w.r.t. mind – known – even though they can’t be 
separated.

• Through a thought in the mind alongwith Chidabhasa.. Ghata Vritti, Pata Vritti…

Thought + Chidabhasa

- Can objectify external world
- It can’t objectify, illumine Sakshi

• Drik Eva Natu Drishyate.
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Sakshi

• They can’t objectify Sakshi.

Keno Upanishad :

Reflected Consciousness
--------------------------------

Thought

Shabda

Sparsha

Rupa

Rasa

Gandha

Objects

- Interaction called experience 
- Reflected Consciousness + Thought, can

illumine, objectify 5 objects.

What one cannot feel with the mind, but because of which they say that the mind feels… know That alone 
as Brahman and not this, which people do worship here. [I – 5]
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• These are commentaries of Keno Upanishad.

Vichara Sagara – Dhyana Slokam :

Sakshi Mind

- Can’t be objectified
- Lends Chidabhasa

- Can be objectified

• Sakshi lending of Chidabhasa is considered objectification of the mind.

Epistomology :
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• How knowledge takes place?

• Mechanism.

• How worldly knowledge takes place.

• Because of knower, knowing process is taking place.

Worldly knowledge requires

Vritti Vyapti Phala Vyapti

Knower – 3 components

Original Consciousness Reflected Consciousness Reflected Medium

• In this, knowledge takes place.

• What is the procedure?

• What happens in Aham Brahma Asmi and Vishaya Jnanam.

• Rise of knowledge in mind of external objects.



Kramaha – Process :

• Through counter of sense organs – mind contacts external objects.

• Mind does not physically go out.

• Thought like beam, rises in mind, when it is switched on, by light of Atma.

• Beam contacts object.

• Sun’s rays contacts objects.

• Mind like light.

• Thought like beam or ray.

• Thought ray from mind goes out through sense organs.

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

Mind 5 Sense Organs Bahya Padartha Jnanam

Gets Jnanam If closed mind is there, 
world is there, no 

contact

1957
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• Jnanam = Chidabhasa Sahita Buddhi.

• Mind remains in body, Vritti goes out.

• Mind associated with Reflected Consciousness, thought associated with Reflected 
Consciousness.

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound
Silence) As the Light of a Great Lamp Situated Inside a Pitcher having Many Holes, Shine Outwards,
similarly, the Knowledge of That Only (i.e. Atman) Throb Outwards through our Eyes and Other Sense
Organs, "I Know", He Alone Shining (i.e Atman), This Entire World Shines.. Salutations to Him, the
Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation
to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 4]

Original Consciousness
Mind + Reflected 

Consciousness
Thought + Reflected 

Consciousness

Goes out and meets 
objects (In the direction 

of sense objects)

Becomes Vishaya Akara

Step – I :

• Vritti contacts objects, when sense organs and sense objects get into alignment.

• Through sense organs – mind in form of thought goes out.

• Antahkarana Buddhi.
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• Vritti does not have any shape of its own.

• Travels shapelessly.

• When Vritti contacts objects, Vritti envelops the objects, Vritti gets Akara – shape of 
object.

Example :

• When person wants to make idol, first mould made, with shape of Vigraha.

• Metal melted, motten metal, liquid, no shape of its own, Nirakara Molten, becomes 
Vigraha.

• Mould = Clay, Iron

• Metal = Copper

• When thought envelops object, in the thought there is Chidabasa.

• Pair pervades object.

• Vritti + Reflected Consciousness → Object.

• Chidabasa formed as soon as thought rises, simultaneously there.

• No time when mind or Vritti alone is there without Chidabhasa.

• Always Reflected Consciousness + Mind together – why count as two?

• Consciousness not intrinsic part of mind.

• Mind Jadam, Vritti Jadam by itself.

• Chidabasa Sahita Mind.
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Buddhist :

• Mind is sentient 

• Concluded mind is Atma.

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound 
Silence) Those who Consider the Body or Prana (Vital Force) or Sense Organs or the Changing Mind or the 
Void (Total Non-Existence) as the "I", are Like a Naive Innocent Girl Child, or a Blind, or a Dull-Headed; they 
are Deluded but they Vehemently Assert their Points, The Inner Guru Destroys this Great Delusion Created 
by the Play of the Power of Maya, Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens 
This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 5]

Mind
↓

Inert

Permanently associated with 
borrowed consciousness

Borrowing is eternally there
Permanently borrowed 

consciousness is there in Mind
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• Therefore count as two.

• Definition = Vritti

= Antahkarana Parinamaha Vritti

= Any modification in mind is called Vritti, thought.

• State of mind = Vritti = Antahkarana Avastha

Type of Vritti - Avasthas

Jagrat Svapna Sushupti

• Vritti is generic word with wide connotation.

• Antahkarana Parinama.

Vritti

Thought Modification State of Mind

Antahkaranam Wall

- Jadam
- Chidabasha formed in mind
- Bautikam

- Jadam
- Chidabasa not formed in wall
- Why?
- Bautikam
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Reason :

Antahkaranam

• Sattva Guna, very fine, capable of reflecting Chaitanyam.

Example :

- Formed by Sattwa
Pradhana Pancha Butas

Matter

Mirror Cloth

Reflects my face Can’t reflect my face
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• Human beings child not monkey.

• In memory – Chidabhasa is there.

• Rises in mind with Chidabhasa.

• Therefore subtle.

Vritti has Chidabhasa thought has 
Reflected Consciousness because of 

2 reasons

- Thought fine. Therefore has 
Reflected Consciousness

- Nature of thought, also Sattvik

- Thought born of Mind
- Mind fixed with Reflected 

Consciousness
- Therefore thought is Mixed 

with Reflected Consciousness, 
credit to parent, mind.

Mind – Fine Wall

- Sattwa Guna Pradhanam
- Reflects Chit
- Vritti product of mind –

Svachham only.

- Tamoguna Pradhanam.
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Conclusion :

• Every thought has Chidabasa.

Look at wall – Say – There is a wall

Thought also envelops wall Chidabhasa also envelops wall

- Has one job, distinct operation
- Vritti Vyapti

- Has another Job
- Has distinct operation
- Phala Vyapti

Revision (149) :

• Acharya Answered 2 questions from student regarding locus of Aham Brahma Asmi 
Vritti Jnanam and type of Samanadhi Karanyam employed in Aham Brahma Asmi 
Jnanam.
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Extention :

• What is method of any knowledge in the Mind?

Vritti Jnana Vishaya Vichara

Worldly knowledge Brahman Jnanam

3 Components

Original Consciousness Reflected Consciousness Reflected Medium

One composite knower

• Once you separate, Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium, Original 
consciousness + Reflected consciousness – can’t be knower, pair can’t be knower.

• Mixture called Knower.

Convention :

• Original Consciousness – Sakshi

• Changeless knower

• W.r.t. Mind (Known).
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• Without Mind Original Consciousness not known.

• Original Consciousness gets knower status.

Reason :

• Mind becomes known entity because of permanent presence of Chidabhasa.

• Sakshi not known at particular time.

• Mind always known to us.

• Minds knowability because of Chidabhasa.

• Chidabasa exists because of Original Consciousness, all the time.

How knowledge take place?

I)                                                                 Counter / Doorway

Mind Sense Organs Sense Objects

- Thought arises
- Resembles object 

identified 
- Vishaya Akara Vritti 

Janma
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II) Mind always has Chidabhasa

Mind Table

- Fine matter
- Samashti Sattwa Guna of Pancha Butas.
- Becomes sentient by forming 

Chidabhasa Reflected Consciousness.
- Mind always with Chidabhasa.
- Vishaya Kara Vritti Rises + Chidabhasa
- Vritti born out of Mind will be Sattvik = 

Fine matter
- Fine matter becomes sentient because 

of formation of Chidabhasa

- Tamo Guna Pradhana matter
- Does not become sentient

What happens in type of 
knowledge

- Mind + Chidabasa
- Remains in body

- Vritti – beam extends
- Lizards tongue
- Envelops object
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• Thought always accompanied with Chidabhasa.

• Technical topic – 201 Aside topic required topic.

• Actual continuity 200 → 202

2 processes

Vritti envelopment in object Chidabasa enveloping

- Vritti Vyapti 
- Topic 202

- Phala Vyapti
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Topic 201 :

Naishkarmya Siddhi – Agyanam –
Moola Avidya located

Atma Anatma

Require 2 factors

Who has knowledge Knowledge about what

For Jnanam

• Summary here,
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2 Factors

Ashraya Vishaya

Agyanam requires

• 2 compulsory factors required for knowledge. 

• Rama has Sanskrit knowledge

↓ ↓

Ashraya Vishaya

• Extends to Agyanam = Counter of Jnanam

Who has knowledge Knowledge about what

- Locus
- Knowledge can’t be independently 

standing like chair in the Air
- Knowledge always requires knower –

Pramata, Jnanata Ashraya – Locus is 
sentient being

- Pramata = Jnanasya, Ashraya
- Knower = Locus of knowledge

- I know – what?
- Prameyam, object of knowledge
- Any Prama requires Pramata and 

Prameyam
- Object – Vishaya
- Prameya = Jnanasya Vishayaha
- Known = Object of knowledge 

Rama  is  ignorant  of  Sanskrit
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Projection caused by ignorance

Creation

III) Cardinal principle of Vedanta :

- Then only we can say world is Mithya
- Mithyatva Siddhi, Agyana Karyatvat

• Jagatu Mithya Ajnana Karyatvat like Rajju Sarpavatu.

• Panchabuta, Sukshma Shariram, minds are also product of fundamental ignorance, 
Moola Avidya, Maya, Prakrti, Avyakta Shakti, Maha Shuptihi, Avyakrutam, great sleep.

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika

When the individual soul sleeping under the influence of the beginningless Maya is awakened,
then it realises in itself the birthless, sleepless, dreamless and non-dual (Turiya). [1 - K - 16]

• Moola Avidya exists before creation.

• When the individual soul sleeping under the influence of Maya is awakened then it is 
awakened to birthless, sleepless, dreamless and nondual Turiyam.
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Moola Avidya exists before 
Arrival of entire universe

Karanam

• What is Ashraya and Vishaya of Moola Avidya?

Avidya = Ajnanam

Must have 2 factors

VishayaAshraya

Sanskrit Ignorance

SanskritRama

VishayaAshraya

• Normally Ashraya and Vishaya different.

• I don’t know president

↓  ↓

Ashraya          Vishaya 
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• Before 2nd thing came, there was Advitiya Chaitanyam alone was there.

Chandogya Upanishad :

Moola Avidya

VishayamAshrayam

ChaitanyamChaitanyam

Aitareya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject,
some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second.
Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]

In the beginning, verily, Atman (Self) alone was this (the Universe)… nothing else active whatsoever… He 
thought I shall indeed create the worlds. [I – I – 1]
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This (self) was indeed Brahman in the beginning. It knew only Itself as, ‘I am Brahman.’ Therefore It
became all. And whoever among the gods knew It also became That ; and the same with sages and men.
The sage Vamadeva, while realising this (self) as That, knew, ‘I was Manu, and the sun.’ And to this day
whoever in like manner knows It as, ‘I am Brahman,’ becomes all this (universe). Even the gods cannot
prevail against him, for he becomes their self. While he who worships another god thinking, ‘He is one, and
I am another,’ does not know. He is like an animal to the gods. As many animals serve a man, so does each
man serve the gods. Even if one animal is taken away, it causes anguish, what should one say of many
animals? Therefore it is not like by them that men should know this. [I – IV – 10]

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

• Before creation – only Chaitanyam Atma was there.
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• Moola – or Thoola Avidya has to be located in Chaitanyam only.

Locus of Ajnanam

- Must be sentient  being 
- Because locus of knowledge = 

Knower, has to be sentient

Wall

Can’t be ignorantCan’t be knower

Ignorant

Can become knowledgeable

I am ignorant

Not located in body - mind

But in Chaitanyam enclosed in the body

Body / Self / Moola – Vidya / Thoola Vidya 
is in consciousness enclosed in body
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• Chetanam eva Ajnanasya Ashraya.

• Ajnanasya Vishayat has to be Chetanam only.

Moola Avidya

Object / Vishayam

Chaitanyam

Because before creation there was only 
Chaitanyam only

• If I am ignorant of Chair, object of ignorance = Chair.

• Vishaya = Achetanam = Superficially.

Vedanta :

• Observe deeply

• Vishaya also is not chair but is Chaitanyam enclosed in the chair.

• Sarvada Chaitanyam eva, Samanya or Visesha Avachinna Chaitanyam eva Ajnanancha
Ashraya and Vishaya cha.
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Logic :

Topic 201 :

• Consciousness alone is locus and object of Moola Ajnanam – Moola Avidya.

• Intrinsically inert.

• Both ignorance and concealment is because of ignorance.

• Darkness conceals object.

• Concealment is Karyam, function of ignorance.

Some say :

• Ignorance and function of concealment belongs to object.

• I am ignorant of a pot… ignorance has concealed the pot.

• Pot being Jadam, Ajnanam not located in the pot, it does not conceal the pot.

• Statement only superficially accepted.

• On deeper enquiry :

Ignorance must be located in Chaitanyam only.

Concealment also must be of Chaitanyam only.

Pot

- Product of Tamo Guna of Maya 
and 5 elements
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• Ajnanam caused concealment must be in Chaitanyam.

Right statement :

• Ajnanam covers pot enclosed consciousness.

• Moola Avidya remaining located in all pervading consciousness, conceals Chaitanyam.

Moola Avidya or Thoola Avidya

Conceals Chaitanyam only

What it conceals Located where

- Called Vishaya
- Prameya

- Called Ashraya
- Pramata

• Great Acharya has declared.

• Sankshepa Sharirakam = Concise Brahma Sutra 2000 slokas.

• 4 Chapters – like Brahma Sutra.

• Sadhana / Phala – Adhyaya.

Written by :

Sarvagjnatva Muni

Disciple of Sureshvaracharya
Great Scholar



• Refer 1st Chapter – Verse 319

• Without computer… centuries ago.

• 8th century AD or 5th Century BC.

• Before creation there was one undivided all pervading consciousness.

• For projecting world, Chaitanyam not enough.

• In the Chaitanyam, there was Moola Avidya, Brahma Shakti, Tamaha – was also there.

• No world, Moola Avidya located in Consciousness.

• No Kala….

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

1979
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• Advaita Chaitanyam has the status of Moola Avidya.

• It is also Vishaya, object of ignorance.

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound
Silence)This World is Like a Sprout of a Seed Within which transforms what is Changeless state Before,
appear Again as Space and Time, and endless Varieties of Pictures over it; all due to the Creation of Maya,
This Unfolding of the World (from the Seed) which is Like a Play of a Magician, happens to one Who is Like
a Mahayogi out of His Own Free Will (i.e. a Mahayogi can enter the state of Samadhi out of his own free
will and witness the unfolding of the world when He comes out of Samadhi), Salutations to Him, the
Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation
to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 2]

Self – ignorance is both

ObjectSubject

Self IgnoranceI am

I am objectI am subject
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• Why Chaitanyam is locus, not mind of human being?

• Tamaha, Moola Avidya, was there before origination of the world.

• Later world and mind to be created, can’t be the locus of earlier ignorance.

Example :

• Father can’t sit on the lap of child during wedding.

• Child can’t be Adharam of father.

Who am I enquiry

EnquiredEnquirer

I amI am

ObjectLocus

Poorvam (earlier)Moola Avidya

Paschimam (Later)Mind

• Child can’t be locus and Vishaya of father.
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Conclusion :

• Chaitanyam is locus and Ashraya of Moola Avidya.

• Nishchaladasa raises problem : Topic – 191 + 192 objection

Revision (150) :

Topic 201 :

• Nishchaladasa discussing profound topic of nature of self ignorance – Moolavidya
(Discussed in Naishkarmya Siddhi – Chapter 3 – Introduction).

• Self ignorance = Maya

Moola Avidya

Cause of entire creation

Moola Avidya exists before creation

Before arrival of body, mind, world 
as cause of entire creation

Question :

• If Aganam, Moola Avidya existed before arrival of the world, what is the locus of its 
existence? Place of ignorance.

• Ignorance present in someone.
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• Without Ashraya and Vishaya no Agyanam possible.

Ignorance

If what?In whom in what

- Called Vishaya
- Ignorant of Japanese language

- Called Ashraya
- I am Ashraya, Locus

Before creation Moolavidya’s

Vishaya KahaAshraya Kaha

Before Creation :

• 2 things existed – Chaitanyam Atma Brahman + Moola Avidya.

• Brahman alone called Atma.

Chandogya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this subject,
some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one without a second.
Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
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This (self) was indeed Brahman in the beginning. It knew only Itself as, ‘I am Brahman.’ Therefore It
became all. And whoever among the gods knew It also became That ; and the same with sages and men.
The sage Vamadeva, while realising this (self) as That, knew, ‘I was Manu, and the sun.’ And to this day
whoever in like manner knows It as, ‘I am Brahman,’ becomes all this (universe). Even the gods cannot
prevail against him, for he becomes their self. While he who worships another god thinking, ‘He is one, and
I am another,’ does not know. He is like an animal to the gods. As many animals serve a man, so does each
man serve the gods. Even if one animal is taken away, it causes anguish, what should one say of many
animals? Therefore it is not like by them that men should know this. [I – IV – 10]

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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Aitareya Upanishad :

In the beginning, verily, Atman (Self) alone was this (the Universe)… nothing else active whatsoever… He 
thought I shall indeed create the worlds. [I – I – 1]

• Moola Avidya has one and same Vishaya and Ashraya = Chaitanyam.

• Atma / Chaitanyam

↓

Ajnanansya Ashraya + Vishaya

Self Ignorance

Of myselfFor myself

• Chaitanyam Eva Ajnanasya Ashraya – (Locus) and Vishaya (Object).

• Vedanta Siddhantas profound statement :

Chaitanyam ignorant of Chaitanyam located in Chaitanyam

• Established by Purva Acharyas in Advanced texts.

• Sarvajnata Munis Sankshepa Sharirakam.
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• One undivided consciousness alone is both object and locus of ignorance.

• Whole Chaitanyam is Ashraya and Vishaya.

• Logic :

o Moola Avidya can’t be located in the mind.

o Why?

o Before creation, ignorance was there, mind not there.

• Mind after creation of Panchabuta.

• Samashti Sattvik Amshat – Antahkarana produced out of Moola Avidya.

• Future mind can’t be locus of present Moola Avidya obtaining before Srishti.

Corollary :

• Moola Avidya is Upadana Karanam for the entire creation.

• Entire material world = Condensed version of ignorance.

Not

One partOne part

VishayaAshraya
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Vyakta AvidyaAvyakta Avidya

Karana PrapanchaKaranam

Ignorance disappears on enquiry

Worlds will also disappear more 
you enquire into world

World

Elements

Molecule

Atom

Subatomic particles

Condensed form of Darkness/ 
Ignorance
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• Analyse darkness with light.

• In the absence of light, will experience darkness.

• Proof : Darkness is in dictionary.

• Darkness – Trikale api Nasti = Bada

• Ignorance = Darkness = Bada

• World – seemingly exists because we experience it.

• More we enquire, world disappears

• Experience scientifically.

I) Isavasya Upanishad :

He who constantly sees everywhere all existence in the Self and the Self in all beings and forms, thereafter 
feels no hatred for anything. [Verse 6]

II) Mundak Upanishad :

Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back, on the right,
on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]
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III) Kaivalya Upanishad :

• World disappears into nothing, condensed ignorance.

For me there is neither Earth nor Water nor Fire, nor Air, nor Ether. Thus realising the nature of the 
Paramatman… the one who is in the cavity of the heart, who is without parts, without a second, the 
Witness of all, beyond both existence and non-existence, one attains the very nature of the Paramatman. 
[Verse 23, 24]

Only 2 things exist

Ajnanam (Condensed ignorance)Chaitanyam

Appears as

Sukha / DukhaPrameyamPramanamPramata
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Conclusion :

• Vishaya of Ajnanam – later – portion

Divertion :

Chaitanyam

Ajnanasya Ashraya

Chaitanyam

Ashraya of Agyanam

Contradiction :

• Every Jiva goes through Sapta Avasta – topic 191

• Panchadasi quote :

I. Agyanam

II. Avrutihi

III. Vikshepa

IV. Paroksha Jnanam

V. Aparoksha Jnanam

VI. Shokha Nasha

VII. Truptihi
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• Jiva = Mind + Chidabhasa

• 7 stages belong to Jiva.

• Original Consciousness = Kutasta Chaitanyam.

• In topic 191 – Ajnanam belongs to Mind + Chidabhasa = Ahamkara

• In Topic 200 – Ajnanam belongs to Kutastha

Ajnanam

Belongs to

Chidabasa

- Pratibimba Chaitanyam
- Jiva

Chit

- Bimba Chaitanyam
- Kutasta
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• Before in 7 Avasthas – locus of ignorance is Antahkara + Chidabhasa = Ahamkar.

Contradiction resolved :

2 Answer

Real Appropriate answer

- Chit alone Ashraya
- Before creation of world
- At that time no Ahamkara

Empherical temporary answer

- Ahamkara is product of 
Agyanam

• Even before Ahamkara arose, ignorance was the cause.

• For Ahamkara to rise – Mind + Chidabasa required.

• Before arrival Moola Avidya was there, only possible answer is Kottastha Chaitanyam.

• After creation comes  -

During Srishti

Kootastha Chaitanyam

Agyanam’s Avarnad

Self ignorance

Mind

Chid Abhasa
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• Self ignorance claimed by Ahamkara only even though Kutastha is also there.

• Kutastha is Ashraya of Ahamkara.

• Expression “I am ignorant”, I am Samsari claimed by Ahamkara alone.

• Kutasta Chaitanyam never comes and says that, Avarnam is covering my Svarupam 
now.

• We have become Samsari, not said by Kutastha.

• Complaint comes from Ahamkara.

• During Sushupti (Like Pralayam)

• Ahamkara resolved, no complaint that I am ignorant or I am Samsari.

• After rise of Samsara, there is rise of Samsara – I am ignorant, Samsari.

• Sadhanas done by Ahamkara.

• 7 Stages claimed by Ahamkara, we figuratively say : 

Ignorance belongs to Ahamkara because Ahamkara claims – “I am ignorant”.

Agyanam

2 Ashrayas

Claiming AshrayaOriginal Ashraya

Vedanta



Example :

Money in safe

2 Ashrayas

I am claiming AshrayaLocker box / Banu

Similarly,
Agyanam

Abhimana Rupa Adhishtana Rupa 

- Ashraya
- Sapta Rupa Avasta
- For Sadhana 
- Claiming Ashraya
- During Samsara
- Identification I am ignorant takes 

place for mind + Antah Karanam
- Jagat – Ahamkara 

Sattva – Aham Ajnaya Abhimana
- Sushupti – Abhimana Aham 

Ajnana - Asti

- Original Ashraya
- Now, talking for Adhishtana
- For Siddhanta, Adhishtana

Rupa Ashraya
- No contradiction
- Original support for Ajnanam
- Father can’t be supported by 

Karyam, effect, not yet born

1994



• After waking up I say – I was ignorant

• Abhasa = Ajnana’s Ashraya

• Ajnaya not in Pralayam

• Ajnanam = Adhishtanam Rupa Ashraya

• Finer topic in Vichara Sagara.

Next topic : Ajnanasya Vishaya

1995

• What is object of ignorance.

• Ajnanasya of Vishaya.

• Object of ignorance is one whose ignorance is concealed by ignorance.

• If existence of X is covered by ignorance then Y is considered to be object of 
ignorance.

• Example : I am ignorant of something, I am not aware of its existence.



• When I am not aware of its existence, then ignorance conceals existence of something.

• Anything whose existence is concealed by ignorance is called object of ignorance.

Svarupa Tiraskaraha :

I) Whatsoever's existence concealed by ignorance → Object of ignorance

II) Concealment of existence by ignorance happens for conscious entity.

• Conscious entity – is one which reveals its existence naturally without process.

Example :

• I am conscious entity.. My existence, I need not reveal.

• Let me see or hear and tell you.

• Wife may say – you are non-existent!

• I am existent is a self revealed thing Anavruta Svarupa = My existence therefore it can 
be covered by ignorance.

• During Sushupti, my existence I am not aware of.

• Why?

o Tamo Vi butas Sukha Rupameti.

o Agyanena Avrutam

o Ignorance covers my existence in Sushupti.

• Vedantic Acharyas – Analysed 1000 years also.

• Agyana Avaranam possible only in the case of conscious entities.
1996



• Conscious entity existence is self revealed.

• Therefore, there is a ignorance, Agyanam which covers existence of self revealing 
conscious entity.

Argument of Vedanta :

• Agyanam need not cover existence of inert entity.

• Jada Vastu Svarupa Tiraskara Na Apekshitaha.

• Why?

• Inert entity never reveal their existence by themselves.

• Since they don’t reveal their existence by themselves, naturally itself therefore, their 
existence is covered because ?????

• Covering required only while revealing.

• No revealation means no requirement of covering.

Example :

1997

During waking state – Aware of 
existence

WorldOf ourself
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In sleep

- Don’t require 2nd Ajnanam to 
cover worlds existence.

- Why?
- when I sleep, worlds existence 

is not there, I don’t do anything.

- Self ignorance, Ajnanam 
covers our existence.

• Existence of world already covered because it is Jada Padartha.

Nishchaladasa’s Conclusion :

• Jada Padartha don’t require Ajnana Avarnam to conceal their existence.

• By nature, their existence is not revealed, because they are products of ignorance 
themselves, naturally covered.

• Ajnanam does not have to separately cover the existence of the world.

• Jada Padartha not Ajnana Avrutam, therefore not Ajnana Vishaya.

• Ajnana Vishaya – Chetana Padartha alone is Ajnanasya Vishaya.

Revision (151) :
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• Rama is ignorance of Singapore.

Ignorance

Object

- Vishaya
- Singapore

Locus

- Rama

Vedanta

Senior

- Advanced
- Revised Vedanta with revised 

principle.
- Anirvachania Khyati
- Rope not Adhishtanam, it is 

Mithya

Conventional

- Rope is Adhishtanam for Rope 
Snake

- For false Snake support is 
support

Revised Vedanta :

• Rope Avachinna Chaitanyam is Adhishtanam.

• Rope enclosed concioused. 
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• For senior student, intellectual exercise.

• Liberation possible with conventional vedanta.

Conventional Vedanta :

• With knowledge, covering goes, Himalayas revealed.

Ignorant ofRama is Himalayas

- Covers object- Locus - Vishaya 
- Object
- Agnanasya Vishaya

Himalaya

Jada Vastu

• Ignorance covers Jada Vastu.

Revised Vedanta :

• Ignorance cannot cover Jada Vastu.

• Ignorance covers only Chetanam.

• Ignorance covers Himalaya Avachinna Chaitanya (Agyanam Apnoti).

• Agyanam can’t cover Jada Vastu.

• Jada Vastu not object of Ajnanam.
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• Whether it is ordinary ignorance Thoola Avidya or Moola Avidya.

• To arrive at this conclusion he gives a logic.

Logic : 

I) Inert object does not reveal its existence by itself, to itself or others.

• Empty chair – does not know I am empty.

• Its existence not known to itself, can’t reveal to others.

• Empty chair does not call and asks one to sit down.

Jada Vastu

Chaitanyam onlyNot object

Chaitanyam

VishayaAshraya

No revealation

To itselfTo others
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• Since insentient objects existence not self revealed, we say :

Existence is intrinsically concealed, it is not self revealed.

II) Since its existence is intrinsically concealed we don’t need something else to conceal it.

• Can’t say existence is concealed because of something.

Example :

• Milk – Sweet because of sugar.

• Can’t say sugar sweet because of milk.

• Sugar is intrinsically sweet.

• Jada Vastu Svabavataha Avrutam.

• Inert object is intrinsically concealed, its existence is not self revealing 

III) You don’t require ignorance to cover Jada Vastu.

• Normally Agyanam conceals existence of a thing.

• In case of Jada Vastu, it is naturally concealed.

• Agyanam need not do the job of concealment.

• Therefore you can’t say :

Jada Vastu – Agyanena Avrutam.

• Since it is not concealed by Agyanam, you can’t say it is an object of Agyanam.

• Object of concealment of Agyanam is Chaitanyam.
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• In the case of sentient entity, its existence is self revealed.

• Whosever existence is self evident is called sentient.

• That I am here, how do you know?

• Not my wife said!

• I am existent because my wife has married me.

• She will not marry non-existent entity, can’t say I must be existent.

• Existence, not proved by any Pramanam, it is self revealed.

• Whatever is self revealed is naturally revealed.

• Self revealed entity is concealed at any time by only Agyanam, external factor.

Gita :

The Lord takes neither the demerit nor even the merit of any; knowledge is enveloped by
ignorance, thereby beings are deluded. [Chapter 5 – Verse 15]

• Atma is self – revealing entity and if its Brahma Svarupam is concealed, it is because 
of Ajnanam.
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• Ajnanasya Vishaya Sarvada Chetana Vastu Eva Na Jada Vastu.

• Concealment of Existence is called Ajnana Vishayatvam, object of ignorance.

• W.r.t. inert entity, concealment doesn’t happen because of ignorance, it is intrinsically 
concealed, Svarupam.

Example :

• Darkness in the house, covers house.

Jadam Sentient

- Does not say I am
- Concealment not required

- Says I am
- Agyanam is concealing only 

Chaitanyam

House

Vishaya of DarknessAshraya of Darkness

Any Jada Vastu :

• Agyanam is not Ashraya or Vishaya.


